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674

ARTA members
and their dependants were
brought home safely
at the start of the
COVID-19 pandemic

147

ARTA members
received full refunds
for cancelled trips
due to COVID-19

15,030
of us can move better
after getting
physiotherapist,
chiropractor, or
massage therapy
treatments

THIS YEAR
YEAR
THIS

704

1,774
of us could stay
connected to loved ones
via phone, thanks to
hearing aids

Zzz...

11,082

of us slept better at
night due to C-PAP
purchases or rentals

of us could spend time in
quarantine building puzzles
and reading, with better vision
from eyeglass purchases

That's the power
of group benefits.
That's the power
of ARTA.

THANK YOU
for being an
ARTA Member!
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We’ve Moved!
ARTA has moved to a new office! Our new address is
15505 137 Avenue NW, Edmonton, Alberta T5V 1R9.
While this location has given us more room to grow, this
new office will remain closed to members for the time
being, due to the continuing COVID-19 situation, and
staff will continue working remotely. We look forward
to the day when we can properly open our doors and
welcome visitors.
Note that this change will not affect claims form
submissions, and members submitting claims should
continue to use the address listed on the claims form.

Member Services

Advocacy

Wellness

Organizational Excellence

This publication is provided for general information purposes only and is not meant
as legal or other professional advice. You should not rely on, or take or fail to take any
action, based upon the information provided in this publication. The views expressed
in each article are the views of the author(s) of each article and do not necessarily
reflect the views or policies of the Alberta Retired Teachers’ Association or of the
Association’s directors, officers, employees, and agents. If you require specific legal
or professional advice on any issue, please consult a lawyer or other professional
advisor. The Alberta Retired Teachers’ Association, its directors, officers, employees,
agents, and authors shall not be liable in any manner, or to any extent, for any loss,
damage or expense whatsoever, arising from or in connection with any use of or
reliance on the information contained in this publication, including, but not limited to,
any indirect or consequential damages.
ARTA sells advertising space to third party organizations such as its partners.
Publication of an advertisement does not mean that ARTA endorses a product or
service. ARTA does not make any representations or warranties, nor are there any
implied or express conditions, with respect to the quality of any advertised goods
or services or the fitness of such goods or services for the purposes so advertised.
ARTA recommends that all readers conduct their own research and diligence when
considering important purchasing decisions and make the choice that is ultimately in
the reader’s own best interest.

From the President
Lorna McIlroy | President, ARTA

Animals as Teachers
“Watch any plant or animal and let it teach you acceptance of what is,
surrender to the Now. Let it teach you Being. Let it teach you integrity —
which means to be one, to be yourself, to be real. Let it teach you how to live
and how to die, and how not to make living and dying into a problem.”
— Eckhart Tolle
Clop, clop, clop! My old plow horse,
Baldy, plodded the mile and a half
to my one-room school, ready for
a day in the school barn, confident
that my school bag carried oats for
him as well as my own lunch. I was
almost six years old and gripping
those reins, I was as proud as any
sixteen-year-old with a freshly
minted driver’s licence. Baldy
was my transportation and my
confidant as I recounted my
daily tribulations.
Our homestead was alive with animals.
Almost every vintage photo shows my brothers and me
clutching cats, dogs, lambs, goat kids, chicks, goslings,
ducklings, or piglets. From an early age, we were there
for the hatchings, the birthings, and even the dying. I
was the one who was given runt piglets, lame poultry,
or orphaned calves to nurse back to health. It was not
unusual for me to have a clumsy pen behind the woodburning cookstove for convalescent animal babies
requiring round-the-clock care.
My gentle father did not hunt, so the deer and
moose were a constant source of wonderment to
us, along with numerous bears, coyotes, rabbits,
groundhogs, beavers, muskrats, weasels, squirrels,
chipmunks, partridges, and prairie chickens. We
captured baby magpies and tried to teach them to

talk but had a healthy respect for the other
animals.
Years later, my Grade 1 classroom was
alive with animals, most of which were
adoptees or donations. Students came early
and stayed late to cuddle rabbits, guinea pigs,
and gerbils. Fish and turtles were fed. Students
would beg for silence while working in hopes of
hearing the quiet munching of our red wriggler
worms as they ate apple cores and other lunch
scraps in their vermiculture tub.
As a gardener, I have great respect for the
multitudes of insects, birds, and animals that live
in our soil and on our plants. Unfortunately, when
we kill insect pests, we might also kill the animals,
birds, and insects that are their natural predators.
Therefore, I resist the use of poisonous pesticides and
herbicides that have the potential to harm them.
Throughout the years, I was always a cat owner.
I admired their independent spirit and mysterious
demeanour and felt that we were a perfect match.
Then, arriving home one day, as I opened my car door,
a frightened chihuahua leapt into my car and into my
heart to escape his barking assailants. When I was
unable to locate his owners, I became a dog person.
Two dogs later, I now willingly serve as a seeing
eye person to my aging, visually impaired, adopted
miniature poodle. It is just one more life lesson
learned.
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'Tis the
Season
of Giving
What do you get for that person in your life
who already seems to have it all? Why not
make a charitable donation in their name? The
Alberta Retired Teachers Charitable Foundation
(ARTCF) works to support Alberta’s seniors
and ensures they have access to appropriate
health care, accommodations, and education
opportunities.
By donating this holiday season, you’ll be making
a huge difference in the lives of seniors across
the province, and you’ll be eligible to receive a tax
receipt in recognition of your generosity.

Curious a
bout
how your
generosi
ty is mak
ing
a differen
ce?
Visit arta
.net/artc
f to read
about ho
w real Al
bertans
are bene
fiting fro
m
your don
ations.

To make a donation, visit
arta.net/advocacy/artcf/give/

From the CEO
Daniel Mulloy | Chief Executive Officer, ARTA
(Hugo | Chief Barking Officer)

This Dog Is Loyal
“It’s not the size of the dog in the fight, it’s the size of the fight in the dog.”
— Mark Twain
It certainly feels like we have been in a number of
fights lately, and I’m quite proud to say that the
little dog known as ARTA has put up a sizable fight
in the face of great adversity.
What type of fights has ARTA been in that would
necessitate me bringing them up in this article? I
would like to point out a few of these fights, and I
would like to think that we’ve done some significant
damage in effecting change.
The first fight, as you all know, has been with
the provincial government. The government has
been busy making decisions that may or may
not be in the best interest
of our members. Such
decisions include changes
to management of pensions,
changes in health care, and
changes in education, all of
which may not be best for our
society but are nonetheless
happening. This small dog has
effectively passed the message
to our members and in turn
to their MLAs and other
senior ranking officials. We
have been involved in the
fight and are letting the

government know that this dog is not happy with
the changes that they are trying to thrust upon us.
ARTA has also been involved in an amicable fight
— to ensure the long-term sustainability of our own
Retiree Benefits Plan. This fight is one that we took
on ourselves because of changes in government
regulation that forced us to make decisions on how
to best administer our plan. The end result of this
fight has been for us to take on self-administration
of our benefit plan. Although we’ve faced a few
punches and have been knocked down a time or
two, we are winning this fight, and we’re excited
to launch self-administration and to serve our
members’ needs in a manner that you all deserve.
Our final fight, one that everyone is in whether a
big dog or little dog, is the fight against COVID-19.
We do not know what the outcome of this fight will
be, but we are hopeful that the fight will end soon.
We know that like any good fight we will always
do our best to win, and we trust that those around
us are fighting fairly to ensure that we can all stay
healthy.
ARTA, once a small dog, is starting to grow and
regardless of its size will always fight to ensure
that our members can have an engaged lifestyle in
retirement.
Yours in service,

CEO & Assistant to my dog
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Experience
the Sounds of
the Season
Exclusive Discount for ARTA Members
The crackling of fire, the laughter of children playing in the snow, the whistle of the winter wind – hear the sounds of
the winter season, with fewer interruptions, when you try our new rechargeable hearing aids.

We’re giving a whole new meaning to “recharging your batteries.”
Our new rechargeable hearing aids have improved hearing technology to help you hear the sounds that are relevant
and minimize the sounds that aren’t. Hear better in noisy environments, enjoy hands-free calls from your smartphone,
and stream audio from your phone, stereo, TV, or other Bluetooth-enabled devices. Then when you go to bed, simply
pop your rechargeable hearing aids into their charging station and you’ll both wake up at full power!

Get a FREE hearing aid trial
Try our new rechargeable hearing aids for 30 days, free. Our hearing professionals will first give you a free hearing
assessment to determine if you qualify for the 30-day trial. Then, they'll fit you with hearing aids suited to your needs.

Hear the difference these advanced hearing aids can make. There’s no cost or obligation to
participate.

Ready to act and start your journey towards better hearing?

25%
OFF

Get 25% off your purchase of a pair of
the latest digital hearing aids.
+ ARTA MEMBERS GET AN ADDITIONAL 10% OFF
ALL HEARING AIDS

Book your FREE Hearing Consultation today!
Call 1-888-658-6993 or book online at HearingLife.ca/ARTA25.
Use Promo Code: MAG-WLOP-ARTA. This offer expires on December 31st 2020.

A comprehensive hearing assessment is provided to adults ages 19 and older at no cost. The results of this
assessment will be communicated verbally to you. If you request a copy of the Audiological Report, a fee will
apply. Child hearing tests are conducted at select locations for a fee. Please contact us for more information.
Some conditions may apply. For ADP sales, the discount is after the grant is applied. This discount is valid for
select hearing aid models and cannot be combined with other promotions or discounts for hearing aids unless
stated otherwise. Limit one per client per transaction. This offer expires on December 31, 2020. Offer not valid in
Quebec.

TRUSTED
PARTNER OF

From the Editor
Margaret Sadler | Editor-in-Chief, news&views

What Stuffed Animals
Can Teach Us
As a teacher-librarian I watched children grasp ideas from books like they’d grasp a
stuffed animal. I always loved reading A. A. Milne, Beatrix Potter, and Kenneth Grahame
to anyone who would crawl up and sit close — so much animal wisdom to share.
Real-life donkeys are humble
beasts and, in their hee-haw, do
seem to whine and sigh. A. A.
Milne captures that so perfectly
in Eeyore. Gloomy Eeyore may
be tiresome at times but is always
accepted and included by the
other residents of the Hundred
Acre Wood. Eeyore spends much
time in deep thought, less able
than his friends to jump up and
head out on an adventure. He’s
the one who is always unsure
about the prospects, pessimistic
about the outcome, unimpressed
even with a success. Yet even
he would have to admit that

his life is made richer by these
experiences. As a friend of
mine says, “If you’re going to be
anxious, you might as well be
anxious in an interesting place.”
Reading The Tale of Peter
Rabbit taught us to listen to
our mother while significantly
improving our vocabulary. Where
else would we have learned that
lettuce was soporific? Peter tested
the boundaries, risked danger
for a reward, but was always a
wild rabbit. He was as cute as the
hares born in the woods behind
our house and equally destructive
to the nearest garden. Now,

Mr. McGregor and I have more in
common!
Grahame’s Toad may have
encouraged us to use our own
common sense — more than Toad
ever mastered — while at the
same time recognizing the merits
of kindness and loyalty to friends.
Toad was a bit too arrogant, too
conceited to be easily imagined
as a friend, and yet Mole and Rat
do befriend him and enter into
adventures with him. In the end,
Toad returns their loyalty.
Animals as symbols, as standins, can teach us our manners
and allow us to test our values.
As readers grow, more animals
emerge to display familiar human
characteristics from which to
learn. From Wilbur in Charlotte’s
Web and Napoleon in Animal
Farm, from Tigger in The House
at Pooh Corner to Richard
Parker in The Life of Pi, from de
Brunhoff’s Babar to Mud in The
White Bone, at any age, readers
will find animals as guides to
feelings and behaviour.
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Health Benefits
Gary Sawatzky | Chief Operating Officer, ARTA
(Luna | Chief Eating Officer, ARTA)

Self-Administration of the
ARTA Retiree Benefits Plan
As you have likely read in the last edition of news&views and in the most recent
ARTAfacts newsletter, ARTA is moving administration of its Retiree Benefits Plan to
provide these services in-house.
Our plan has been administered by a third-party
administrator (TPA) since its inception in 1995.
It is currently administered by the Alberta School
Employee Benefit Plan (ASEBP), which has been a
wonderful partner for ARTA.
Unfortunately, because of legislation changes
affecting the definition of Health Trusts, ASEBP is
unable to provide TPA services for ARTA members
going forward. This means ARTA had a choice to
make: find a new TPA or bring administration of
the plan in-house. Both options were reviewed and,
based on the financial benefits that could be realized
by ARTA and the plan’s covered members, ARTA’s
Board of Directors elected to move administration
in-house.
Prior to now, ARTA’s membership was simply not
large enough to self-administer our plan. But over
the past eight years we have reached a critical mass,
thanks to our phenomenal growth rate. When we
first moved to ASEBP in 2012, we had 8,200 covered
members. Now, our membership is almost triple
that number.
To accommodate this exciting change, new
administration systems were developed to make
operation of the plan as efficient as possible. This is
good news, as ARTA is now a “one-stop shop” for
managing ARTA membership and administering our
Retiree Benefits Plan. All your calls, emails, and mail
will go to one location and be responded to by one
team of ARTA staff. Communications and processes
will be streamlined, as you will no longer need to
contact ASEBP regarding your benefits matters.
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To accommodate the additional volume of calls
and inquiries, we have hired five new Member
Services front-line staff members, a team manager
and a trainer/quality control expert, as well as a new
human resource representative, communications
personnel, systems management personnel, and a
new accounting resource. With the sizable growth in
staff count (more than doubling since this time last
year), we outgrew our office space and moved into
a new move-in-ready office, which is still located in
northwest Edmonton.
Next, we needed a new claims adjudicator to pay
the claims submitted by our members. We found
a new partner in HBM+, a division of Greenshield
Canada (GSC). We worked closely with GSC to
ensure the same plan design currently in place will
continue when they begin to pay claims, with only
very minor changes (such as the drugs subject to
Enhanced Special Authorization and Therapeutic
Alternative Reference-based Pricing).
We have also been able to leverage services
already developed by GSC, including online claims
capabilities and a smartphone app that will help
you quickly and easily access your health and dental
benefits information. You can check your drug
coverage, find a nearby health provider, submit a
claim, access your electronic ID card, and more.
Finally, you will be able to access online claims
submissions and other self-help services from the
new member web portal.

What You Need to Know
• If you are a Retiree Benefits Plan member, your
new ARTA Member ID card will be mailed to you
in December. We encourage you to sign up for
online services on myarta.net and download the
new ARTA smartphone app.
• Submit your unpaid 2019 and 2020 paper claims
to ASEBP up to December 31, 2020. Beginning
January 1, 2021, all claims must be submitted to
GSC. You will now be able to submit claims online
for immediate processing; paper claims forms
will still be available on your MyARTA web portal
for downloading. Any health and dental claims
incurred in 2020 that you do not send to ASEBP
prior to December 31, 2020, can be sent to GSC
for adjudication up to December 31, 2021.
• Share your new Member ID card with your
health service provider for claims submitted
electronically, including your pharmacist and
dentist. They can update their records and submit
claims directly to our new claims adjudicator
beginning January 1, 2021.
• If you are taking a drug (approved and filled in the
last year) that requires prior authorization, your

existing approval from ASEBP will be honoured
for that same drug at the same dosage.
• Dental and medical pre-authorizations approved
by ASEBP will continue to be valid. However,
there may be a delay with receiving the
information from the prior carrier. Please submit
a copy of the approved pre-authorization with
your claim.
• Compound Drugs: A compound drug is prescribed
by a doctor but requires the pharmacist to mix or
adjust different drug ingredients to customize a
specific medication. Given their complex nature,
compound drugs will not be grandfathered.
Claims for compound drugs should be submitted
along with the applicable prescription.
2020 brought with it many challenges but also
new opportunities for ARTA. We look forward to
the year to come; excitement is in the air and ARTA
is ready to take on the new and exciting challenge
of self-administering our Retiree Benefits Plan to
ensure its long-term sustainability. We thank you for
your patience and assistance in this transition.

The Perks
of MyPension
The ATRF online MyPension portal allows you
to easily update your personal information
in a secure environment so we can keep
in touch. MyPension has many benefits,
including giving you access to your tax slips
quicker—just after the holidays.

Visit:

ATRF.com
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From ACER-CART
Submitted by Marilyn Bossert | ACER-CART Regional Representative West

Excerpts from
President Tiede’s 2020
ARTA AGM Presentation
It may come as a surprise but you are all members of ACER-CART by virtue of your membership
in ARTA. All together, we have about 170,000 members across Canada.
Our purpose as a national body is to promote
co‑operation and assistance among our Member
associations. We develop strategies for joint action on
matters of common concern and we support public
education, such as the non-partisan document focused
on seniors’ issues that we produced for the federal
election.
I became involved with ACER-CART because of my
interest in protecting pensions. If you were like me,
you did not really think about pensions for most of
your career. Then, when retirement came closer, you
really started to focus.
Defined benefit pension plans are the most efficient
and economical way to provide secure retirement
income. Contributions over a professional lifetime,
professionally invested over the long-term, provide
strong returns. Investment costs about one quarter
of one per cent of assets per year — compared to
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retail costs that might be ten times that amount. That
makes a huge difference over the sixty or so years that
most of us will contribute and receive our pensions.
Our actuary in BC tells us that eighty per cent of the
money we receive in pensions, on average, comes from
investment returns — just twenty per cent was from
contributions made by us and our employers. That is
cost efficiency.
All provincial associations are watching what is
happening in Alberta with the transfer of teachers’
pension assets to AIMCo. And we realize that none of
us are safe — our pension security could change at any
moment with a signature on a new bill in any province.
Another priority for ACER-CART this year was
highlighted by the revelations during the COVID-19
pandemic of horrific conditions in seniors’ care homes
and the tragic number of deaths in our age group.
ACER-CART advocates for a system that would
prioritize at-home care for seniors.
We have been advocating for a comprehensive
National Seniors Health Care Strategy for several
years. We asked for a Minister for Seniors — we got
that.
We need a national universal pharmacare plan; even
the federal government agrees that a national plan
would save money — about $900 per person.
We understand that health care is a provincial
matter under our constitution — not a federal matter.
But don’t you agree that health care is in everyone’s
best interest?
Our effectiveness depends on the engagement of our
170,000 members.
We invite you to regularly visit our ACER-CART
website www.acer-cart.org.

Highlights of the 2020 ARTA AGM
Vi Oko | Governance Committee

The 2020 ARTA Annual General Meeting was held virtually on October 6 and 7 with twenty-nine
board members, thirty-four branch delegates, four affiliated association representatives, six staff
members, and five guests, along with the association auditor. Technical support from the ARTA
office provided for a streamlined operation. Even though meeting electronically resulted in less
conversation, attendees did have an opportunity to submit questions for clarification.
The meeting was held to receive officer, committee,
and branch president reports, ratify the budget, and
elect three officers and six new committee members.
All executive positions were elected by acclamation.
Lorna McIlroy embarks on her second term as
president, Deb Gerow is the new association vicepresident, and Dolaine Koch returns to her longstanding role as treasurer.
Committee work continued throughout the past
seven months despite ARTA staff working from
home and committee members meeting remotely.
Though the process was new, all committees carried
out their designated responsibilities to best meet the
needs of the ARTA membership — as much as was
possible under the circumstances. To learn about
ARTA’s committees, visit arta.net/organizationalexcellence.
As of October 1, 2020, the ARTA Retiree Benefits
Plan had experienced an 8.5 per cent growth rate over
the previous year with 23,436 of the 25,390 ARTA
members enrolled in the plan. A regulatory change
instituted by the federal government in December
2019 resulted in the early implementation of a goal
to administer the benefit plan in-house. The upshot

of self-administration will be reinvestment into the
plan of third-party administration fees. Improvements
in plan administration will allow for online claim
submissions and a smartphone app.
The transfer of all ARTA Benefit Plan Trust Fund
accounts to a new investment manager was completed
on August 20, 2020. Trustees of the Trust Fund are
mandated to protect fund assets, maximizing income
while minimizing risk.
The Alberta Retired Teachers Charitable Foundation
presently has an annual budget of $70,000 that
is dispersed to support programs offered by the
Parkinson Association of Alberta, the Alzheimer
Society of Alberta and Northwest Territories, the
Alzheimer Society of Calgary, and the Operation
Friendship Seniors Society.
In a presentation to AGM participants via video
conference, Gerry Tiede, ACER-CART President,
outlined the advocacy priorities of the national
association of retired teachers this year: seniors health
care, universal pharmacare, and defined benefit
pension plans.
Rod Matheson, Chief Executive Officer at ATRF,
reported on the market value of ATRF assets, the asset
mix, and the rates of return over the past ten years. A
total of 1,180 teachers retired at the end of the 2018–
2019 school year. As of August 31, 2019, forty-four of
them were centenarians, the oldest of whom was 109.
The ATRF Board of Directors approved a contribution
rate reduction, effective September 1, 2020 — the third
reduction since 2016.
Jason Schilling, ATA President, and Dennis
Theobald, ATA Executive Secretary, updated
representatives on recent developments affecting
public education, stated the actions taken, expressed
their concerns for the future, and thanked the ARTA
membership for their ongoing support.
The membership can be assured that ARTA is being
guided by innovative and insightful leadership as the
association is about to embark on a new program, in a
new building, staffed by a number of new personnel.
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From the Branches
Janet Jack | Secretary, FRTA

FRTA Awards Garry Hoffart
an ARTA Volunteer Award
FRTA is proud to present Garry with an ARTA volunteer award this year. If you have been at any
ARTA meetings during the last ten years, you will recognize Garry Hoffart’s face!
This people-oriented extrovert has been volunteering
in his community and church since he was a teenager.
Garry is consistently able to take stock of any situation,
see what needs to be done, and gather the people and
materials to do it.
In high school, Garry learned of a woman escaping
an abusive situation who was planning to live in a
metal granary for the winter. Garry found donated
materials and volunteers and built her a shelter in a
weekend.
Garry taught in the classroom for nineteen years
and was an administrator for twelve. He showed
initiative from the beginning, starting hot dog
programs, outdoor education programs, and even the
Chinook County Science Fair. He often took student
teachers and is very proud of his cooperating teacher
role over the years. He was the facilities chair for the
Palliser District Teachers’ Convention and an EPC
representative at the ATA local level for many years.
While doing all of this professionally, he also
volunteered his time in the community, working
tirelessly for the Active 20-30 Club in High River, the
High River Scouting movement, and the youth soccer
program. He even built structures at Silverland for
all to use. My personal connection with Garry was as
president of our private kindergarten in High River,
where he helped to keep our wonderful program
viable. He and his family had a whole acreage of
animals for field trips to see farm animals up close.
As Garry’s family grew and he moved toward
retirement, he kept volunteering in and around High
River — from working with classic cars, for local
parades, setting up Christmas displays, and being a
golf course marshal. The list is endless, it seems.
Garry retired from the Foothills School Division in
2007, giving him even more time to help others. He
worked to establish a cooperative seniors’ residence
called Abbyfield House on the same spot as the private
14 | arta.net

kindergarten he once helped support. He quickly
joined FRTA and was president for two terms. Garry
then joined the ARTA Health and Wellness Benefits
Committee — now the Health Benefits Committee —
and served as chair twice during his ten years on the
committee. He then served as ARTA’s vice president
for one year before moving to British Columbia,
changing direction in his life journey.
When asked about what has been most meaningful
for Garry over his career, he said “the People!!”
Making people happy makes him happy, and he’ll miss
the people he’s connected with when he moves.
Garry is now set to fully retire — from work and
from volunteering. He and his wife are moving to
Salmon Arm, B.C., to be closer to family, and also so
this prairie boy can wake up every day looking at a
lake. He wants to do more gardening and work with
the local Rotary club (so maybe not fully retired!).
High River will miss him, FRTA will miss him, and
ARTA will have another role to fill when he leaves.
Thank you, Garry, for all your hours, organization, and
expertise!

From the Branches
Mel Deydey | President, MHADRTA

Medicine Hat and District
Retired Teachers’ Association

MHADRTA 2020 Volunteer
of the Year: Vicki McCaig

When life hands you lemons, you make lemonade — or perhaps a delicious lemon dessert! The
pandemic was a lemon and soured our plans to recognize Vicki McCaig — our 2020 Volunteer of
the Year — at our April 8 general meeting, but we still wanted to hold the event in 2020. With a
small crowd that included members of the MHADRTA executive and Vicki’s immediate family, we
presented Vicki with her certificate and ARTA clock during a surprise ceremony at our October
13 executive meeting (with social distancing).
Vicki joined MHADRTA after retiring from a
successful and rewarding career with the Medicine Hat
School District #76. Vicki was born to be a teacher.
She began her teaching career at Crestwood School in
1965, and in 1973 she took a break from teaching to
stay home with her two young children, Heather and
David. She continued substitute teaching and returned
full-time in 1983 at Ross Glen School, where she
taught until her retirement in 2002.
Math was Vicki’s passion. She established a Math
Facts Club to help students who were struggling with
math and planned enjoyable and creative math
games. Many student teachers got their
start in Vicki’s classroom, learning
from a very creative teacher. She was
an active member of the Alberta
Teachers’ Association and served
on Local No. 1 committees for
many years.
When volunteering in the
community, Vicki and her
husband, Bob, are a team.
They are very active with the

Medicine Hat Exhibition and Stampede Board. Vicki
sits on the Pioneer Village Board where she looks at
improvements for Pioneer Village and ensures that it
is maintained for future generations. Vicki and Bob
are involved with the Grandstand Committee and
help with the horse races and chuck wagons during
the Stampede, and Vicki is involved in organizing and
running one of her favourite events, the Stampede
Family Christmas.
Vicki joined MHADRTA and ARTA after retiring
and volunteered as the liaison for Local No.1. She is
always quick to volunteer. Vicki organizes and
coordinates school tours to the McKay
Creek Schoolhouse, where MHADRTA
members greet visiting classes.
During the four-day Stampede in
July, she coordinates volunteers
for the thousands of visitors to
Pioneer Village and the McKay
Creek Schoolhouse, and opens
the schoolhouse for the OldFashioned Christmas event in
December.
Vicki and Bob also volunteer
with the Santa Claus Fund
and Prairie Gleaners, and Vicki
volunteers at Crescent Heights High
School, where her daughter teaches.
It was truly a pleasure to honour
Vicki at our first COVID-19-era meeting since
February. We will formally recognize her at a future
general meeting when permitted. Vicki McCaig is a
most deserving and worthy recipient! I am proud to be
her retired teacher–colleague and friend!
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Outdoor Living
Duane Radford | Article & Photos

For the Love of Dogs
The COVID-19 pandemic has validated the cliché that “dogs are man’s best friends” in
more ways than one. I couldn’t help but notice a marked spike in dog walkers in my
neighbourhood after the lockdown began this past March. Many even went on twicedaily dog walks (weather permitting), providing good exercise for both dogs and owners,
and helping to break the monotony of isolation. All retirees can understand the boredom
of being cooped up for long periods of time.

My golden retriever, Esther, just
turned two and I couldn’t live
without her — no kidding! Seems
there’s always something positive
happening on dog walks, either
meeting some really nice people,
or the positive endorphins that
set the mind to rest, erasing those
genes of depression that always
lurk just below the surface of
one’s psychic reservoir.
– Author’s friend, Bob Henninger, retiree
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When you take your dog for a walk, remember that
it’s the dog’s walk, not yours. Don’t yank on its leash
if it stops to smell an interesting scent or nibble
on grass. Follow this mantra and you’ll have many
fine hours walking a dog, an ordinary experience
that will always bring you down to earth. The walk
connects you with important primal elements that
dogs notice, such as unusual activities, other dogs
and people, and best of all, interesting scents!
Additionally, the walks will improve your mental
and physical health, value-added benefits to the
basic experience. How long you walk a dog depends
on both your physical condition and that of your dog.
Dogs make wonderful companions for seniors.
They’re non-judgmental. Some breeds are excellent
watch dogs, while others have more specialized
roles. To keep dogs happy, get them out of the house
on interesting walks. It is useful to stick to the same
basic routine when starting the walk. This includes
putting on their collar before leaving the house,
putting them on a leash while getting in and out of
a vehicle, and using a reward like a small biscuit,
before actually starting the walk. Then you can vary
your route depending on where you’re walking. The
dog needs to understand that you’re in charge — for
their safety, so they don’t wander off — so make this
clear from the get-go.
We don’t know exactly when humans started
domesticating dogs, but scientific sources think
that this friendship could go as far back as 40,000
years. Nowadays, there are many genres of purebred
dog breeds — for example, hounds and retrievers

Purchasing a dog can be
expensive and carries a lot
of responsibilities; don’t take
ownership lightly, even if you
are adopting. There are also
ongoing expenses, especially
veterinarian fees.

for hunting game, Dobermans
and German shepherds for
protecting life and property,
border collies and cattle dogs for
herding livestock, sled dogs and
rescue dogs for transportation
and human safety. Despite all the
different pedigrees, all breeds
and mixed breeds have a lot in
common — loyalty and eagerness
to please, being protective of
their masters, and displaying
unconditional affection and love.
In our families, a dog is
at the bottom of the pecking
order, which may be one reason
they’re always trying to please
us. However, research indicates
that they actually do love their
owners. It’s probably true that
there are no bad dogs, only bored
dogs that can get into mischief,
so your job is to make their lives
as interesting as possible. House
training your dog is important,
as well as training them not
to jump on people; one way of
discouraging this bad habit is by
gently squeezing the dog’s front
paws, sending a message that this
behaviour is not acceptable. You
should teach the dog to follow
basic commands, like heel, sit,

stay, come, etc., for its own
protection and to avoid
issues with other dogs
and people. Discourage
your dog from barking
at people. You will
also need a dog collar
that fits, dog tags, and
a leash. If your dog has
not been properly trained,
it’s going to be tough to take
for a walk; however, properly
trained dogs can be walked by
anyone who is familiar with them.
Also remember that each dog
has its own personality; some
have been impacted by trauma so
they could be shy and wary. It’s
not unheard of for dogs to have
phobias.
I don’t think that dogs can ever
have too many walks. They’re
gregarious, social creatures that
love to get out of the house,
explore their surroundings, and
encounter other dogs and people.
Weather is not an issue — it can
be cold, hot, or wet — unless you
have a breed that needs a bit of
extra protection, like
dachshunds which
need a body vest
and booties.
Let them do
their thing
(safely) and
you’ll discover

Furry friends will boost
outings and social activity
and will likely make you a
better person. You’ll get
more exercise, explore new
areas, and meet neighbours.

just how rewarding owning and
walking a dog can be!
His old family dog died a
while ago, but Duane Radford
often walks two of his son’s
Labrador dogs — Ainsley and
Zoe — sometimes with his
wife, and it’s always a
hoot. His daughter has a
dachshund that’s quite
the character, so dogs
are still an important
part of his life.

Oskar on a dog run
©Jennifer Radford
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New Year, New Tools:

Improving the ARTA Member
Online Experience
Amanda Shaw | Chief Marketing Officer, ARTA
(Winston | Chief Marketing Pup)

Self-administration comes with significant improvements for ARTA members, and we are
excited to launch new online tools on January 1, 2021, including claims submission online
and via mobile app.

MyARTA — myarta.net
Available January 1, 2021

Replacing the ARTA Health Care Account operated
by ASEBP, MyARTA is a new portal specifically for
ARTA Retiree Benefits Plan members. MyARTA
allows you to:
1. Update your personal information,
including mailing address, phone number,
and email address.
2. Submit online claims. Submit your own dental
and/or health claims — for massage therapy,
chiropractic services, physiotherapy, speech
therapy, vision care/eye exams, and more. Just
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3.
4.
5.

6.

click MyARTA Claims > Submit A Claim from
the main menu and follow the instructions.
Complete the annual review process for
over‑age dependant coverage.
Access your personal document library,
including your ARTA Member ID card.
Use the Drug Lookup Tool; look up a
specific drug by name or partial name to see
drug details, coverage levels, comparable
medications, and more.
Access claim forms for submission by mail.

7. Access your personalized claims dashboard,
with quick access to check coverage levels and
claims status.
8. Access your Explanation of Benefits documents
for paid claims quickly and easily.
Instructions on how to register for and access your
MyARTA account will be mailed to you with your
new Member ID card in December.
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ARTA Benefits

Alberta Retired Teachers'
Association

ARTA Benefits —
Mobile App
Our free mobile app, also available January 1, 2021,
is optimized for both phone and tablet (iOS and
Android) and will help you quickly and easily access
your health and dental benefits information. You
can check your drug coverage, find a nearby health
provider, submit a claim, access your electronic ID
card, and more.
You will first need to register for MyARTA
(myarta.net) to obtain your user ID and password,
which also apply to the app. Then simply download
“ARTA Benefits” from the app store on your device
to get started.

Boom Group —
Mobile App
The ARTA discount program also has a mobile
app, available now. You will first need to register
for the Boom program using the Boom card you
received in the mail in September 2019 or with
your membership card if you joined ARTA in the
past year. Download the app (iOS and Android) by
searching for “Boom Group” in the app store.

These new tools will make your member experience much better — members who
submit claims online will be able to monitor their status and get reimbursed faster
than by paper claim. The ARTA staff is in the final stages of testing these new systems
and we look forward to launching them to our membership on January 1 — happy
new year, indeed!
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Proust Questionnaire
Dew Gerow | Vice President, ARTA

Deb Gerow Responds to
a Proust Questionnaire
What is your greatest regret?
In the latter years of my teaching
career, I stopped doing many
things that I enjoyed in order
to focus on my job. As much as
I loved my job, now that I am
retired, I do regret sacrificing
these pursuits. It seems ironic
that now I have lots of time, but
it is difficult to resume some of
these activities.
What is your idea
of happiness?
Spending time with our family
makes me happy. Every person in
the family is different. Each has
their own strengths and their own
challenges, and each one brings
joy in their own special way.
The sight of one of their vehicles
turning into our driveway brings
a smile to my face.
How do you find meaning
in life?
In my family, being involved
and serving others is a family
tradition. Well into his eighties,
my grandfather kept busy
organizing and conducting
seniors’ bus tours around North
America. At the same age, my
mother was responsible for the
construction of a new museum in
the small town where she resides.

She spent countless hours
writing grant applications
for funding, then
planning the facility.
I, too, follow this
tradition. Since I
retired, I have served
on the organizing
committee of our
local community
concert series, been a
member of the board
of directors of a large
choir, am a director of
our local seniors’ club, and,
of course, been involved with
the work of ARTA. Working to
make a difference for others gives
meaning to my life.
What is your motto?
“Always be open to possibilities.”
Following this motto can lead you
to unexpected places in your life.
My husband and I spent nearly
a year living in India after I was
offered a position as principal of
a new school there. We learned
so much, saw so many amazing
sights, and met wonderful people
because when the opportunity
was offered to me, we said,
“Why not?”

What is your favourite place
in Canada?
Any spot where I can see Lake
Superior is my favourite place in
Canada. I grew up on the shores
of this vast inland sea and I never
tire of it. Whether a beautiful
day when the sun sparkles on
the crystal blue waters, a quiet,
calm evening when the surface
is like a mirror, or a cold, stormy
day when huge breakers crash
against the rocky shore, there
is nothing like Superior. If you
have never experienced this part
of our country, it is a must-see
destination.
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Gardening
Gerald Filipski

Basil is Never Faulty
I can still recall my first encounter with fresh basil. I was doing an interview with a
gardener noted for growing enormous Italian tomatoes. After the interview he graciously
sent me home with several of his prized tomatoes and a sprig of basil that he was
growing amongst his tomato plants. He insisted that with a little olive oil, the tomatoes
and basil would make a salad I would not soon forget. I followed his instructions and was
blown away by the flavour of that simple salad. I was hooked and still am.
Jekka McVicar is a horticulturist and Britain’s
leading authority on herbs. In her book, Jekka’s
Herb Cookbook, she speaks glowingly about basil.
According to Jekka, if you are going to grow only
one herb it should be basil. It is its versatility that
makes it so appealing. It is known for its uses in
Italian cuisine, but basil has culinary uses in a wide
variety of countries including China, Vietnam, and
Thailand. In addition to culinary uses, basil has
medicinal properties that are still being explored.
Recent studies are finding that basil can be a
powerful antioxidant.
Growing basil is relatively easy if proper light
and temperature conditions are met. Basil prefers
at least six to eight hours of direct sunlight per day
to grow best. You can get around this requirement
when growing it indoors by using a grow light.
Basil grows easily from seed or cuttings. It also
transplants easily, so buying plants that are already
growing is my personal choice to get a head start on
growing basil. Growing basil from seed affords the
opportunity to try all of the various types of basil
that are available.
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Choose a container that is plastic, cast resin, or
ceramic. Avoid terra cotta because of its tendency to
allow the soil to dry out too quickly. Most varieties
of basil are relatively small so you won’t need a pot
that is too large. For sweet basil, for example, there
are varieties that will reach a height of forty-five
centimetres, but there are also dwarf types that will
only grow to fifteen centimetres in height. For
the dwarf types, a twenty-centimetre
pot is ample. For the larger types, a
twenty-five-centimetre pot will
serve best. The container
should have at least one
or two drainage holes
in the bottom. Cover
these holes with a
coffee filter when
adding the soil;
this is my latest
gardening tip.
Coffee filters do
a great job of
keeping the soil
from plugging
the drain holes
while allowing
the excess water to
drain away.

You can use a regular potting mix for growing
basil, but I highly recommend amply amending the
potting soil with compost. Basil likes to be watered
deeply and then allowed to dry out slightly. Use
the “first knuckle” method of testing for moisture.
Stick your index finger into the soil up to your first
knuckle. If it feels dry it needs to be watered. Isn’t it
amazing that with all the technology on the market
today the good old “stick your finger in it” test is still
best and most reliable? If you forget to water your
basil and it dries out completely, soak the plant, pot
and all, in a bucket of water for thirty minutes or so
and it should recover. This is the voice of experience
talking. Yes, I actually do forget to water some
plants too!
Once the basil is planted, you may
need to adjust your grow lights
accordingly. If the plants are
starting to look a little leggy,
move the light closer. If
they are showing white
spots on the leaves,
move the light farther
away. Basil does not
like to be exposed
to temperature
fluctuations, so
putting them too
close to a window
in an Alberta
winter can lead
to their demise.
This is another
good reason to use

grow lights to grow this herb because
it allows you to place the plant far away
from cold windows.
You can begin to harvest the leaves
from your basil as it matures. In roughly
two months, you should be able to harvest
enough leaves to make your own pesto or plenty
of tomato salads. If you see flower buds forming,
pinch those off to keep the plant focused
on producing more leaves. If you want a
continuous harvest, consider planting
seeds every few weeks in several pots.
There are many varieties of basil to try.
Some that work well in containers include:
• Sweet basil — This is the classic cooking or
salad basil.
• Lemon basil — Look for the variety “Sweet
Dani,” which produces seventy-five per cent
more essential oils than other lemon types.
• Genovese basil — Claimed by many to be the
best basil for making Italian pesto.
• Thai basil — A good example is lime basil,
which is zesty and lime-scented.
• French basil — “Summerlong” is a great
variety. It produces compact, tight bushes and
is slow to go to seed.
A member of the Garden Writers Association
of America, Gerald Filipski enters his fifth year
of writing for us, but he’s been a gardening
columnist for the Edmonton Journal for over
thirty. In submitting this article, Jerry notes,
“Gardening continues to be the 2020 thing to
do, even indoors.”
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Souvenirs
Violet St. Clair | Article & Photo

Souvenirs are funny things; sometimes expensive, sometimes a giveaway, sometimes
grand, sometimes just found on the beach, but always evocative, stirring, and
transporting; a bit of leftover lustre once the 9-to-5 is strapped back on. This year they
had an added poignancy and magic reminding me of the world beyond. Bereft of terra
incognita during this time of COVID-19, I often wind down in my living room with a glass
of wine and let my eye roam, rest upon, and remember places and people.
Favourites are impossible.
Slippers from India, a warrior
from Xian, Maasai jewellery, the
blue eye of Turkey. At one end
of my fireplace, a small bottle
of Bulgarian rose perfume from
the land of a father I never met.
At the other end, a bundle of
long quills from a South African
porcupine wandering in the
Drakensberg. And in the middle,
Fijian black pearls and canopic
jars from Cairo, minus internal
organs, of course. Each item
conjures up a landscape,
a person, a scent, a
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cacophony of sounds, perhaps
the bells of Notre Dame or the
thunderous applause of a night
on Broadway. Every keepsake
releases a story that tugs at the
heartstrings. Tonight, I am gazing
at the Medusa mask pinned to the
wall, snakes stretching outwards.
My mother called it the “ugly
one,” but to me she mists my eyes

and takes me back to Venice
and my first glimpse of La
Serenissima glimmering in
watery light.
I was travelling with my son.
Ever since listening to Vivaldi’s
Ring of Mystery as a child,
he had always wanted to visit
Venice. It had been a long train
voyage with frequent stops. We
were both beat and it was late,
closing in on midnight. Gathering
up our packs, we headed out of
the station, Venezia Santa
Lucia.
Venice didn’t disappoint.

It shimmered with light and
glistened with watery ripples,
and the sounds of people in
the summer were enveloping.
We were mesmerized. Italian,
English, Spanish, French, and
German; an absolute fiesta of
languages mingled. The night
had only begun as people
gathered by the waters of the
Grand Canal. A joyful brouhaha
of tourists, pigeons, hawkers,
ancient buildings, bridges, and
watery reflections created an
almost Monet atmosphere. Sleep
dissipated and we found a spot
where we dropped everything and
sat. I bought two cups of wine
from a colourful, grizzled man,

and we toasted our first night in
the City of Water. A young man
drifted by, fresh off the train, and
sat down a few metres in front
of us near some steps. Backpack,
T-shirt, well-worn jeans, and a
battered guitar. His parents had
probably been at Woodstock.
While we watched, he settled the
guitar in his arms and began to
play a popular U2 song. People
stopped, joined in, cigarettes
were passed, drinks were enjoyed,
and the summer warmth relaxed
us all. My son and I enjoyed a
companionable moment, not
always possible with a 16-year-old,
in the city of his dreams. We drank
in the wine and the shadowy

sights and sang off-key. Well, I’m
told I did. Many songs later and
after another glass of wine, we left
the enchantment for our hotel,
humming through the cushiony
shadows. No, she is not the “ugly
one.” Now that my son has made
the beauty of Vancouver his
home, she is the great comforter,
a souvenir of a merry moment
between a mother and her son.
Violet St. Clair retired in 2017
after twenty-eight years
of teaching with Elk Island
Public Schools and travelling
extensively. Until the world
reopens, she cherishes the
memories conjured up by her
many mementos.

2021 PHOTO CONTEST
ARTA is proud to sponsor its ninth annual photo contest. All ARTA members — regular
or affiliate — are eligible to enter. This year, we will have two different categories. If
you have won in the past, you will fall under the Masters category; if you have not
been a past winner, you will enter the Novice category. Winners will be announced in
the autumn 2021 issue of news&views and posted on ARTA electronic media sites.
Contest Categories
• Nature		
• Comfort
• Travel 		
• Landscapes
All entries must be received by ARTA
no later than 4:00 p.m., May 28, 2021.

Entries should be mailed to
ARTA Photo Contest 2021
15505 137 Avenue NW,
Edmonton, AB T5V 1R9
Digital images can be emailed to 		
jhope@arta.net

Visit arta.net/photo-contest for contest rules and entry form.
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How can you
influence history?
Diabetes could be a
thing of the past
“if all goes
according to plan,”
says Dr. James Shapiro
who is heading a team
of researchers on a cure.

Be one of a million...
Donate $22

Diabetes... Let’s Cure It!
More Info: www.headingto2022.com

D I G I T A L
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Spirituality and Wellness
Lloyd Den Boer

Animal Fables
“Going down a rabbit hole,” we call it. For me, it
happens like this. Skimming wearily through my
social media account at the end of a day, I pause to
watch a video of a dog teaching a kitten to climb stairs.
The dog is persistent, patiently nudging the kitten to
hop up a step. Nearly frozen with dread, the kitten is
contrary. Eventually the dog concedes, and, taking
the kitten in his mouth, he carries her to the top of the
stairs. Now at the top, the kitten’s demeanour changes
from dread to delight, as the dog and the kitten settle
at the head of the stairs, gazing down contentedly on
the world below. Charmed by this pair, I watch the
next video, and then another, until I have seen a heroic
dog who rescues a shoebox of abandoned kittens and
a loyal dog who has a long-lasting bond with a deer.
Each video seems more touching and, frankly, more
improbable than the last. These displays of generosity
between dogs and other species soothe my spirit
whenever danger, incivility, and cruelty dominate the
news cycle.
When it comes to animals lifting human spirits, I
can think of no better example than newly pastured
lambs. As a boy, I liked to sit on the top of a hill when
my Dad released his flock into
the pasture for the first time
since lambing. From my high
spot, I could see how sheep,
enclosed for months, would react
to green grass, hills and rocks,
and space. The ewes grazed
eagerly, hardly moving, but their
lambs frolicked from one end of
the pasture to the other, bounding
up and down hills and springing on
and off rocks. Light on their feet, the
lambs seemed ready to take flight with
every leap, and I felt the same way — so
elated I could soar. Most of us have had
similar experiences, perhaps while listening
to birds in full-throated song, observing fox
pups at play, or hearing the eerie bugling of

elk in a mountain park, when the behaviour of animals
seems to replace cares with joy, delight, or awe.
Of course, not all animal behaviour does that. In
fact, most animal behaviour seems “red in tooth and
claw” as a troubled Tennyson wrote in his poem, “In
Memoriam,” back in 1850. Take, for instance, one of
the natural wonders of the world, the migration of
wildebeests across the Serengeti plains of southeastern
Africa. Each year, one and a half million wildebeests
travel a huge loop, following the rains that provide
their grass and water. During the trek, the wildebeests
must cross and recross rivers. At each river crossing,
wildebeests gather at the river’s edge, until the
pressure of the herd overcomes their fear of the river.
At each river crossing, some wildebeests are lost to
the crocodiles lying in wait, and the vultures that
follow. Does this animal behaviour suggest a troubling
possibility about life on earth, that danger and cruelty
lurk at the heart of things rather than values like
kindness, generosity, or love? That was Tennyson’s
fear so many years ago.
Such fear is easily understood. We all want a
world with nobler values, more like kind dogs than
rapacious crocodiles. Maybe Tennyson wanted
noble behaviour from the wrong creatures. After all,
wildebeest herds have trekked their yearly trek from
time out of mind, replenished by new calves each
year, just as each year they suffer losses along the
way. Similarly, crocodiles have their cycles, and
wildebeests play a part in them. Animals
are not here to be kind, generous,
or loving. The creatures with that
responsibility are people. If we want
a world with nobler values, people
need to build it.
Lloyd Den Boer is a retired
educator. His career spanned
every level from elementary
school to university-level
teacher preparation.
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2020 Discover Wellness
Challenge Results
Jennifer Hope | Business Development and Marketing Coordinator, ARTA
(Frank | Business Dog and Trouble Coordinator)

Like most initiatives, the 2020 Discover Wellness Challenge felt the effects of COVID-19.
With fitness centres and swimming pools having to close their doors to the public and
group fitness classes being put on hold, Wellness Challenge participants had to come
up with new ways to stay active and log their minutes in. ARTA members proved to be
resilient, and participants found new ways to get their hearts pumping. The participation
forms came rolling in, and a total of 756,349 minutes spent on a physical activity were
tracked throughout the challenge.
Results of our Discover Wellness Challenge
Andrew Tiong from the Wolf Creek Retired
Teachers’ Association won the Individual Winner
Award for the most time tracked. Andrew tracked
17,280 minutes and that is something to be proud of.
The Calgary Retired Teachers’ Association
has once again received the Branch Winner Award
with a total of 175,248 minutes tracked. The Calgary
branch’s dedication to remaining active is an
inspiration to all of us.
The Okanagan Retired Teachers’
Association received the Branch Participation
Award with forty-four per cent of their members
participating. Maybe it’s the warmer B.C. weather,
but we are proud of the branch’s participation.

This year we had a record amount of participation
from non-branch members and would like to thank
all participants who sent in results. In addition
to prizes for the top performers, we introduced
draw prizes this year and have randomly chosen
twenty winners. The winners have been contacted:
congratulations to them.
Stay tuned for the 2021 Wellness Challenge
announcement in the spring 2021 issue of
news&views.

Classifieds
WATERFRONT, three-bedroom, furnished, quiet, relaxing,
and spacious Beach House on the Bay.
Rental available weekly or monthly (off-season rates $850/week or $1,850/month; limited
time available July and August) on beautiful Vancouver Island, located between Parksville
and Qualicum Beach, overlooking French Creek Marina, with walk-on beach access. Fishing
excursions and tours available at the marina.
Sleeps six people comfortably with three bedrooms and 2.5 bathrooms; all amenities
included (cable, internet, electricity). Please contact by email kapitt@shaw.ca or by phone
250-248-3446 for pictures and details.
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Who We Are:

ARTA’s Membership Communities
Jennifer Hope | Business Development and Marketing Coordinator, ARTA

Did you know that ARTA membership is tailored to three different sectors? The
education sector comprises retired educators and makes up over seventy per cent of the
ARTA membership. Education sector members include regular education sector regular
(retired teachers) and affiliate members (other school board and education sector
employees). The membership from the other two sectors, the public sector and private
sector, is approximately thirty per cent of the total ARTA membership; these members all
hold affiliate memberships. The public–private sector membership was added in 2008,
upon advice from the Health Benefits Committee, to include like-minded professionals
(a complete list of participating organizations is available on the ARTA website). Affiliate
memberships are continually growing; in fact, since 2013, the public–private sector has
seen a 239% increase in membership. Adding more eligible participants to the plan
means there are more people to spread out risk, which benefits everyone who is covered
by the plan.
A retiree who is vested to receive, or be in receipt
of, any Alberta government-sponsored pension
plan is eligible to join ARTA’s public sector as an
affiliate member. The second largest membership
group, next to educators, are ARTA members
who are receiving pension benefits from the Local
Authorities Pension Plan while they are still
working.
The private sector includes members from
approved participating organizations. These
organizations are determined by an actuarial
analysis approval process and are typically
white-collar, educated professionals who have
the same insurance risk as retired educators.
When a participating organization is identified as
meeting the necessary criteria, it is submitted to
MEMBERSHIP GROWTH IN THE
PUBLIC–PRIVATE SECTOR*

239.3%

6,219
4,710

3,290
1,833

2013

2015

2017

the Health Benefits Committee for vetting and a
recommendation for approval by the ARTA Board
of Directors. Once the group is approved, ARTA
and the organization work together to define
the eligibility requirements that members or
employees must meet to become ARTA members
and take part in the Retiree Benefits Plan.
ARTA recognizes that there are some differences
between the risk levels for regular education sector
members and public–private sector members.
For example, public–private sector members
who retire prior to age 65 often do not have other
retiree benefits, so they join ARTA’s plan, which is
the first payor for prescription drug benefits up to
age 65 in Alberta (thereafter benefits are provided
by the Alberta Coverage for Seniors program). This
disparity is accounted for by rating the health and
dental rates separately for each sector so that one
group does not subsidize the other group’s claims
for these benefits.
ARTA is continually looking ahead and
developing ideas to maintain the long-term
sustainability of the plan. ARTA members in all
three sectors are part of a community of likeminded individuals who are in pursuit of an active
and engaged lifestyle. ARTA strives to serve its
members well at all times and to provide the best
Retiree Benefits Plan possible.

2019

* source: ARTA’s membership database as of March 2020
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Teachings from Animals
Rhonda Kronyk | Article
empoweringthespirit.ca | Images

Indigenous Peoples have a spiritual relationship with the earth that many nonIndigenous societies have lost. That relationship comes from appreciation and gratitude
for everything on the land, including humans, plants, and animals. Indigenous cultural
practices, social systems, laws, and Traditional Knowledge are intrinsically tied to the
land. Animals teach us some of the foundational tenets of living miyo pimâtisiwin** (the
good life), which can only be achieved by connecting to land, culture, and family.
In many Indigenous cultures, spirit animals impart
lessons and guide our way. The wisdom they offer
does not only apply to physical well-being but also to
mental, emotional, and spiritual health.
Animals represent the Seven Teachings (also called
the Seven Sacred Teachings and the Seven Grandfather
Teachings), or guiding principles, of many Indigenous
cultures. The teachings are interdependent and cannot
be followed in isolation. While they are similar across
Indigenous cultures, the following is from nehiyaw
(Cree) teachings.

The eagle gifts us with sākihitowin (love), the
Creator’s first teaching of relationships. The Creator
gives us his vision of love through the eagle, which can
soar higher than all other creatures and impart the
Creator’s vision. To love, we must love ourselves first
so we can love others, sincerely receive and give love,
and always act in love.

The second teaching, kihcheyihtakosiwin (respect),
is gifted by the buffalo. When buffalo give their lives,
every part of the animal is shared. Buffalo share their
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gifts to provide shelter, food, clothing, and utensils
that support daily living. In turn, Indigenous Peoples
honour the buffalo by acting as stewards over these
great animals. At the root of respect is honouring
creation and not bringing harm to anyone or anything.
This ensures continuity and interdependence among
all beings.

We learn sôhkitêhêwin (courage) in the face of
danger or challenges from the bear. Mother bears
face any danger to protect their young yet are gentle
creatures. Courage gives us the mental and moral
strength to overcome the fears that prevent us from
living a full and good life. To demonstrate courage,
we must face challenges with integrity, be ourselves,
and hold true to our beliefs so that we can defend our
community, family, and self.

kwayask itatisiwin (honesty) comes from within
and is carried by the Sabe (Sasquatch), a giant who
walked among humans but is closer to the Creator
and can move between the spirit and physical worlds.
The Sabe reminds us to be honest with each other in
**Cree words from the Online Cree
Dictionary (creedictionary.com).

keeping with the Creator’s laws, which in turn helps
us maintain our integrity. There are no degrees of
honesty — it comes from within and we practice it or
we don’t. To be honest is to act truthfully and speak
from our convictions. To do this, we must accept and
be honest with ourselves and extend that honesty to
our relationships.

The wolf carries tapahtêyimisow (humility). Wolves
must live with their pack to thrive but can only do so
if they humbly fulfill their roles. To have humility is
to understand that we are no more important than
any other being. Humility cannot exist without love,
kindness, and generosity. When we follow the wolf’s
teachings and work for all people rather than for
selfish motives, we exhibit humility, strengthen our
relationships, and build balance and equality between
all life.

The sixth teaching is iyinisowin (wisdom), which is
gifted to us by the beaver. Wisdom is the experience
we gain over time and the knowledge of cultural
teachings that allow us to make decisions in a good
way. All of the beaver’s work is done with its teeth. If
the beaver stops building, its teeth continue to grow
and it will die. Likewise, if we stop practicing wisdom,
we lose the ability to use our gifts for others. When we
cherish knowledge, we live wisely, listen carefully, take
responsibility for our choices, and help grow healthy
and peaceful communities.

The final teaching, tápwewin (truth) comes from
the turtle. The turtle, which was present at creation,
carries the Sacred Teachings on its back. Truth comes
from knowing and practicing cultural teachings.
We cannot gain truth unless we honour its power
and actively follow the teachings the turtle carries.
The turtle, miskanâhk, shows the path Indigenous
Peoples walk, meskanaw, to live the good life. Cree is
a verb-based language; thus, neither truth nor any of
the teachings are static — they are ongoing actions:
tápwewin translates as “the act of telling the truth.”
When we are honourable and sincere in our words and
actions, we practice truth.
From animals, man has learned that everything
on the earth is interconnected and interdependent.
We learn how to live in harmony with the Creator,
the land, ourselves, and each other. However, these
teachings will only be received if we have open hearts
and are willing to live according to them. By forging
connections between man and animals, we learn to
respect all life and live miyo pimâtisiwin.
Living on Treaty 6 land in Edmonton, Rhonda
Kronyk, a writer, editor, and grant consultant,
says, “In the spirit of Treaties and the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, I hope we can build
relationships with each other and the land we
live on.” Rhonda is a founding member of the
Indigenous Editors Association and works with
editors so they can learn how to reflect these
recommendations in their work. Rhonda’s style
choices in writing this article for news&views
reflect the need to increase the respect that
has traditionally been shown toward Indigenous
Peoples in media and Canadian literature.
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2020 Scholarship Winners
Maria Lentz | Governance Committee

Choosing the recipients of the 2020 scholarships presented difficulties for the Governance
Committee because COVID-19 protocols prevented the usual face-to-face meetings. The
solution was to courier the 128 applications to the five Governance Committee members to be
evaluated. A virtual meeting followed so the group could share their responses and select the
successful applicants. The quality and diversity of the applicants made the selection process
very challenging, but it was also very rewarding to see so many individuals advancing their
educational plans thanks to the ARTA scholarships. The future looks bright!
Once again, we asked the students a few questions. The following excerpts from their responses
address these questions: What impact have teachers had in your life? What was your favourite
subject in school? Where do you see yourself in the next ten years?

ARTA-TW Insurance Degree Scholarships
ANAÏS KNEPPERS $5,000 ARTA-TW Insurance Degree Scholarship
My grandmother, Catherine Kneppers, taught me more than any other teacher,
teaching me not only how to read but also to love reading. Even though I’ve gone away
for university, she still offers me advice and book recommendations over the phone.
I loved history because it was like a novel that actually happened, full of lively
characters and dramatic events, and because I had a teacher who made it come alive.

TRINITY DEAK $5,000 ARTA-TW Insurance Degree Scholarship
I owe my teachers a lot for not only my academic success but my personal growth as
well, and I will be forever grateful for all of them.
My Grade 5 homeroom teacher sparked my interest in English literature. Throughout
the year, she read The Giver and Hana’s Suitcase to our class at the end of each day.
Her passion and excitement to share these books instilled an interest in literature in me
that is still growing today.

REBECCA SUGARS $3,000 ARTA-TW Insurance Degree Scholarship
I feel a great deal of affection and indebtedness to my teachers because their
unwavering support and dedication translated into a kinship that I will cherish for the
rest of my life.
I have always liked how linear and clear-cut math is. The concepts in math have
always appealed to me because of how logical they are, and I really enjoyed learning
new skills and building off prior knowledge to advance my studies in math.
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SOLVIN SIGURDSON $3,000 ARTA-TW Insurance Degree Scholarship
In high school, I had wonderful physics and calculus teachers with deep knowledge
of the subject matter and a passion for sharing it with others. This fostered a desire
to learn things from a fundamental perspective, which ultimately led me to choose
Engineering Science.
Physics is the pursuit of understanding the world around you to such a degree that
you can predict how it will behave. This is so powerful and almost magical.

AIDAN JOHNSON $2,000 ARTA-TW Insurance Degree Scholarship
If it was not for my amazing physics and math teachers, my university career would
not have been the same, as they sparked my passion for engineering and science. I
appreciate all their efforts to challenge me to be the best that I can be.
I aspire in ten years to be a professional electrical engineer working at an innovative
tech company, where every day I am growing and learning.

EMILY DUDGEON $2,000 ARTA-TW Insurance Degree Scholarship
My mom is a teacher and homeschooled us for a few years in elementary school, which
definitely gave me a more positive view of education and hard work. Similarly, a few
of my teachers in high school really showed me that it is okay to fail sometimes, even
when you’ve tried your hardest.
Hopefully ten years from now, I’d be at work in a vet clinic. I’d love to practise as a
country vet in a small farming town.

ARTA Certificate/Diploma Scholarships
JILL HESTBAK $5,000 ARTA Certificate/Diploma Scholarship
I have been inspired by teachers to pursue education, regardless of age, and that is
what has brought me to this point. Even now, I am impacted daily by my instructors at
NAIT who are enthusiastic and passionate!
Social studies never felt like schoolwork. To me, it was storytelling — learning about
the past helped to shape my imagination and my worldview.
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DONALD WEATHERALL $5,000 ARTA Certificate/Diploma Scholarship
By challenging me, the teachers in my life guide me to try my hardest and inspire me to
become the best I can.
I believe one of the fundamental aspects of education is to encourage the further
pursuit of knowledge. Physics has given this to me more than any other subject. When
you have the underlying theories of physics in mind, you are able to look at the world
with a more detailed understanding.

CHANDELLE PARNELL $3,000 ARTA Certificate/Diploma Scholarship
I’ve always been lucky enough to have the most wonderful teachers. Many of my family
members are also either retired or currently working in education, so I’ve grown up
surrounded by fantastic teachers.
My favourite subject has always been English. I’ve always loved to read books about
everything and anything, so I saw English as a way to get marked on doing something I
love.

TIRA MILLS $3,000 ARTA Certificate/Diploma Scholarship
Teachers were instrumental in my personal and professional development. Many
people in my life are “givers,” and many do not receive as much support as they give. I
would love to work directly with those actively building a better community by making
sure they receive the same care that they offer to others.
The next ten years will be pivotal in my career. My goal is to run a wellness centre in
my community that combines all my previous skills and expertise.

IAN POLLOCK $2,000 ARTA Certificate/Diploma Scholarship
One of the largest impacts some of my teachers have had on my life has been
encouraging me to stay politically aware.
My favourite class was social studies as I always enjoyed keeping up with politics and
current events outside of school.
In ten years, I see myself working in the oil and gas industry as a Second Class Power
Engineer.

KIRA HANSTEAD $2,000 ARTA Certificate/Diploma Scholarship
Teachers have shaped how I am today. They helped me to learn to love learning, love
growing as a person, and love teaching others.
My favourite subject in school was English; I loved reading, and I especially loved
writing. Creating worlds and moments in time with a few words was something so
beautiful and amazing. It was what I jokingly called “real life magic.”
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Investing During
Retirement
Melissa Arenas, CFP | ATB Wealth

Retirement planning is a multi-year journey with a similar but unique destination for each retiree.
You might envision leaving the workforce forever to travel the world or see retirement as an
opportunity to transition into another profession. Your dream retirement lifestyle is up to you,
but a detailed plan is key to making it a reality.
There are three key details in your retirement
and investment plan: income goal, time horizon, and
risk tolerance.
Set a realistic income goal. Expenses can easily
creep up when not frequently reviewed. Tracking
spending prior to retirement will help set a realistic
income goal and ensure you can maintain your
preferred lifestyle. A detailed retirement budget
takes all the financial guesswork away. You may need
seventy per cent of your pre-retirement income to fund
your retirement lifestyle, but this will drastically differ
depending on post-retirement debt levels, spending
habits, and family considerations.
Outliving savings is one of the greatest risks to
retirees today. If you retire in your mid sixties, your
time horizon, or period your savings need to last, is
likely twenty or thirty years. Staying invested over this
period provides your nest egg the opportunity to grow
and keep pace with inflation, and reduces the risk of
depleting it too quickly.
Naturally, with the transition
into retirement the level
of risk and portfolio
fluctuations you feel
comfortable with will
decrease. The goal of your
portfolio will also change
from growth to income and
preservation. These changes should guide your shifting
investment strategy.
A diversified portfolio that focuses on balancing
your nest egg’s stability and an acceptable level of risk
is key to investment success. Investors’ emotional
response during volatile markets can feel like a rollercoaster. Political changes, interest rate movements,
widespread disease, and civil unrest can all trigger
an urge to make a change. But aligning your portfolio
with your risk tolerance is key to keeping emotions
in check and stopping impulsive, emotional reactions

that could negatively impact your plan. A timeline
strategy can reduce the stress around normal market
fluctuations. For example, funds providing income in
the short term may follow a conservative investment
strategy while funds providing long-term returns
follow another. Having a cash reserve for emergencies
provides flexibility and peace of mind. Properly
done, diversification allows your portfolio to grow
in positive markets while reducing losses during
market downturns. Investors are often drawn toward
investment fads, shares in an employer’s company,
or companies based in their own country. Having a
portfolio concentrated in one company, one sector, or
even one country could be catastrophic to your plan
in the event of a downturn. Diversification opens the
door to opportunity and is achieved by investing in
different sectors all over the world.
Ultimately, a retirement plan
should be a basis for decisions,
allowing flexibility and reflecting
your lifestyle. The investment
strategy is an extension of that
plan aligned with your risk
comfort level. Once in place,
retirement goals become reality
and success comes from the
ability to use this guide to
navigate this chapter of life.
Melissa Arenas is a Certified Financial Planner®
and Senior Financial Advisor with ATB Wealth. For
over ten years, Melissa has helped Albertans and
their families navigate the world of investments
and financial management.
This article is a summary by Melissa of a
presentation she made to ARTA’s Pension and
Financial Wellness Committee.
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I Was the First One
to Get the Flu
Edith Smith VanKleek | Courtesy of Diane Grainger

At age 15, I was the first one in High Prairie to get
the flu. We didn’t know it was the flu. I had been
staying with the owners of the hotel, the Spauldings,
and I was in bed for a week before Christmas 1918.
There was no doctor or medicine.
They put mustard plasters on me, and when my
skin blistered, they changed the mustard plasters
to fried onion poultices on my chest and back. They
gave me some little white pills, which I now believe
were aspirin.
After I got over the flu, the Spauldings’ daughter
got it, and after Christmas the flu became the terror
of the community. Mr. Spaulding had some medical
training and gave all his time now to visiting the
sick.
Never since the Black Death in England had
there been an epidemic where people died in such
numbers. With his driving team, Mr. Spaulding
drove around the country every day, checking on
homes and helping those who got the flu — taking
food and aspirin, of which he seemed to have a big
supply (likely bought from Eaton’s catalogue). The
fresh air must have been good for him, as he didn’t
get the flu. My family at the homestead didn’t get it
either — they just simply quit coming to town.
Five miles out in the country, Mr. Spaulding
found the Hanna family all in bed with the flu:
father, mother, and three small children. He didn’t
know what to do. So many were dying now. He was
desperate. “We just can’t let that little family die out
there alone,” he said, but nobody would go there.
Everyone either had the flu or were terrified of
getting it. Finally, he hit on a solution. “How
about taking Edith out there? She’s had the
flu and won’t get it again.”
I knew little about nursing, but Mr.
Spaulding told me what to do, and came
out every day to see how we were getting
along. He would give me instructions on
how to care for flu patients from what
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he had learned about caring for the sick. “Keep the
house warm,” he said. “Put mustard plasters on
them the same as we did on you and use onions on
the small children. (One child was a 2½-year-old.)
Keep their bowels open with Epsom salts. Try to get
them to eat something.”
An eighteen-year-old neighbour boy did the
chores, set two full pails of milk on the outside edge
of the porch for me to carry in and separate, and
also brought our water supply — but only to the edge
of the porch. I had to carry it into the house. If I
opened the door to talk to him, he retreated, fast.
I had no appetite since I had recovered from the
flu, so I didn’t get my strength back. I made some
porridge for the sick every day that they tried to
eat. I had to feed the children, as they wouldn’t eat
by themselves. They would sip boiled milk, and
that saved them. About all that I ate were slices of
bread with cream and sugar on them. I had never
liked boiled milk and wasn’t interested enough
in eating to cook
anything. Mr.
Spaulding
kept us
supplied
with

bread, but the family couldn’t seem to swallow toast.
They had boiled milk, Epsom salts, and aspirin day
after day, and of course their plasters. With all the
Epsom salts I fed them, the mug under the bed was
in great demand, and I disposed of it the easiest way
possible: I dumped it in the snowbank at the end of
the porch.
I wasn’t getting any sleep. I had to put wood on
the fire at night to keep the house warm. At night
Mr. Hanna was so very sick,
raving in delirium ’til I
thought he wouldn’t live ’til
morning. He would have the
nosebleeds that seemed to
precede death in flu patients.
His wife was the least sick
of all and if I went to sleep,
I’d wake up to find her out
of bed, sitting beside her
husband frantic with worry.
We were all in beds in the
big kitchen/living room so
I could watch them all at
the same time. I kept the
living room real warm, so
if the children kicked off
their covers, they wouldn’t
get cold. Enough fresh air

came in through the cracks in the logs. I kept a
coal oil lamp burning all night.
I was there for eleven days. Mr. Spaulding
kept trying to find someone to relieve me, and on
the eleventh day, he brought Mrs. McCain. The
patients were still in bed, but they were better. I
had washed their faces and hands every day, but
they weren’t bathed or their beds changed.
Mr. Spaulding took me back to the hotel, but
I just couldn’t eat, so I didn’t gain strength. His
daughter was all right after the flu, but those
who survived often took after-effects, and I
was one of them. I just couldn’t eat; something
unusual for a sixteen-year-old girl.
While this is our last excerpt from Our Trail North
in news&views for a while, Edith’s granddaughter
Diane Grainger admits that this isn’t the end of it
all. It appears that Edith caught the flu again and
was doctored at home by her mother. She was
left with some lifelong after-effects. Further to the
story, years later this father (Mr. Hanna) came back
to thank Edith.
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Getting Back Out
Harry MacKendrick

The gurgling sound of the river running under the snow was my warning that I was skiing
on thin ice — literally.
It was beautiful and sunny as I
skied up the Brazeau River on
a late March day. The river was
covered in deep snow and its
channels and gravel bars were
vague undulations. At times, the
river’s ice was so thick it could
support a vehicle, but there were
also open leads of water and
thinly bridged spots. The sound
of the river
beneath my
skis meant
it was
time to
change
course.
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A few weeks before, I met
with friends to commemorate an
eight-day backcountry ski trip
we had done from the Kootenay
Plains to Lake Louise. It was
surprising to me that twenty
years had passed since then.
As I swapped memories with
my old ski buddies, I began
to wonder if I would ever use
my winter camping gear again
and whether I could handle the
physical challenges. As the nation
prepared to shut down to control
the COVID-19 pandemic, it
occurred to me that a solo ski trip
would certainly be a way to selfisolate. I dusted off my old touring
skis and headed to the Brazeau
Reservoir two hours west
of Edmonton. I planned to
travel up the river from
the dam area, breaking
trail as far as I could
go, and then return in
my allotted time. As
I hauled a twenty
kilogram (fortyfour pound) pack
onto my back, I
realized that this
trip would be
a trifle more
exercise than
I had done
in the gym
lately.

Surrounding the Brazeau
Reservoir, there is some oil
patch activity, but the hill tops
afford a great view of the Rocky
Mountains. It’s not untouched
wilderness, but there are
maintained access roads and
permissive rules that allow
random camping with campfires.
The reservoir freezes over
in the fall with a full basin of
water, and during the winter the
electric power generating station
adjacent to it continues to draw
water. As the water level drops,
the shoreline ice collapses into
ragged formations of thick slabs.
Snowmobilers keep well clear
of this hazard, which makes it a
quiet place for the self-propelled
traveller. Navigating these tricky
ice jumbles on skis just adds to
the adventure. Upstream from the
flooded area, the river is natural
“Lower Boreal Cordilleran” forest,
where one can ski for distances
without seeing any signs of human
impact.
I admit that helicoptering into a
lodge is a great way to get into the
backcountry in the winter, and I
have enjoyed such trips for their
spectacular alpine scenery that
I could never get to on my own.
That type of adventure seems to
be the trend among my peers,
and when the temperature falls

to -20 °C, a warm cabin with a
stove and a bunk bed sure beats
sleeping in a small backpacking
tent, sitting on a log, cooking over
an open fire, and eating a midday
lunch that is inevitably frozen.
This type of rustic ski trip seems
to have a limited appeal among
my circle of acquaintances, and as
much as I would have preferred
a companion for safety’s sake,
on this trip I could do an activity
that reminded me that I enjoy a
challenge, and proved to my older
self that I could still handle the
cold and exertion that my younger
self used to relish.
Spring breakup seemed to be

holding off, so I quickly planned
another sortie, this time into the
Siffleur Wilderness Area adjoining
Banff National Park. This trip
did not disappoint; there is a lot
of fun to be had in our Alberta
backyard. The mountain scenery
on a blue-sky day was memorable
as I viewed a panorama of river,
mountains, and untracked snow.
It was just me and some moose
making our way through the valley
and each turn in the river brought
a new scene of a picturesque
landscape.
Near dawn one morning,
deep in the forest as I snoozed
in my tent, snug in my down

sleeping bag waiting for daylight,
I was fully woken by the howl
of a timber wolf close by. Soon
several others joined in. A wolf
pack howling is a very wild sound
not heard by many people and I
thought to myself, “I will take that
as another part of my reward for
being here.”
Harry MacKendrick, a teacher
in Edmonton for twenty-seven
years, has always enjoyed
opportunities to go hiking,
biking, skiing, and canoeing in
Alberta, British Columbia, and
Northwest Territories. Today,
occasional handyman work is a
part of being active.

Live a little.
There are few things better than sitting under a dark,
starlit Canadian sky, warm from the crackling fire,
and enjoying the silence. Camping continues to be a
popular summer activity, though it can feel like a lot of
work to either tent or pull a full trailer.
Cees Stolk started Gnome Homes to make it easy to
get outdoors and enjoy camping with handmade,
Transport Canada–certified, teardrop trailers. They are
small enough to be towed by almost any vehicle, but
are packed with features including sleeping, eating,
and storage space. Choose one of four standard trailer
models and then add additional custom features that
best suit your needs. Since 2017, Stolk has produced
forty‑five trailers and plans to build another fifty this year,
a number that may seem small, but — as Stolk notes —
“quality and craftsmanship cannot be mass produced.”

gnomehomesinc.com
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My Life as an RCMP Dog
Racer | as told to Jock Mackenzie, photos provided by Sergeant Claudio Mauricio

My name is Racer, I’m 6½ years old, I’m a male German Shepherd, and I’m about to retire.
I’ve had a great career, and I’d keep going if they’d let me, but I injured my shoulder so
it’s just not possible.
I don’t really know what
retirement will be like, but I’m
planning to attack it like I’ve
attacked every other day in my
very memorable life — especially
the day I saved my master’s
life. My first day at the Innisfail
Police Dog Service Training
Centre is where I’ll begin.
I arrived forty-five days late.
All the other dogs had completed
almost half of the eighty-five
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days allotted to train RCMP
dogs, so I had some major
catching up to do — but I had
the right pedigree (my mom was
a brood dog for the program
and my dog dad had been a star
for the force) and I was blessed
with what they call a great “ball
sense.”
By the end of training, I had
caught up to and surpassed many
of the other dogs. Claudio (I’ll
just call him Dad from now on)
and I got stationed to Richmond,
British Columbia. We
were in Richmond, and
then Surrey, B.C.,
(Canada’s auto theft
capital) for my
whole career.
If I thought I’d
learned all there
was to learn in
Innisfail, I was
in for a shock.
School can only
teach so much;
the real world is an
unbelievably bigger
classroom.

Oh yes, I’d learned the
fundamentals over the three
levels of training: human,
explosive, firearm, and evidence
searching; human tracking; and
criminal apprehension. And
unlike the common notion that
criminals leave some personal
object behind for us to sniff, I
learned to identify and follow
the most recent human scent.
With Dad at the other end of my
twenty-foot leash, I was off!
Like all other police dogs, I’d
been tested at regular intervals
for my ball sense. And I LOVE
chasing a ball. That’s the reward
I’d get when I’d done a good
job. In training, I learned to
recognize the smells related to
guns, drugs, and explosives,
and when I found any one of
them, I’d get the ball! Out
in the world after school, I
added more smells to my
mental menu, and those
too got me a ball reward.
Motivation rules!
Upon graduation,
once we’d moved to

B.C., I lived in a kennel in the
backyard of my dad’s home.
I spent four days on and four
days off as a police dog. On days
off, Dad took me for a couple
of walks almost every day in a
hundred-acre fenced area near
our home, so I could run off the
leash.
On working days, my life was
full and I loved every minute.
Dad had taken the back seat out
of our SUV and replaced it with
a flat-bottomed kennel, and I
paced constantly for the entire
ten hours when we were on the
road. I learned that when Dad
picked up a call from dispatch,
the real work was about to

begin, and I paced
faster. The laptop
mounted up front
made a clicking
noise whenever a “for
sure you’re going to
a call” came through,
and I must admit I always
came unglued. Hey, you gotta
love what you do.
Because of the high auto theft
in our area, criminals would
often use stolen vehicles to
commit crimes. Often, when
the bad guys were noticed and
chased, they’d abandon the
vehicle and try to escape on foot,
and that’s where I came in. I was
one busy dog.
Oh yes. I mentioned my
lifesaving day. Without excessive
detail, a man had shot (and
killed as it turned out) another
man, had fired at two RCMP
officers, and then fled on foot.
I tracked him down and found
him hiding in a bush preparing
to shoot my dad and whoever
else arrived. I charged in,
grabbed his gun hand and forced

him to drop his weapon. I was
still on my leash, so it had been
a close call. I got showered with
“Attaboys” and later an excess of
ball time and even a burger at a
drive-through. It was a good job,
well done.
It was days like that and
many others that let me enter
my retirement with a sense of
satisfaction. I don’t know what’s
ahead, but I’m proud of what I’ve
accomplished over my career.
What more could I have
wanted?
Jock Mackenzie grew up in
Central Alberta, where he
frequently drove past the
Innisfail Dog Service Training
Centre. After watching the
dogs train one day, Jock’s
interest was piqued. Jock had
spent thirty-one years teaching
in Red Deer, and he realized
the parallels between teaching
school and teaching police
service dogs. But it’s always
best to get the information
right from the horse’s dog’s
mouth.
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Get Out in the Playground:
Proactive Health Strategies
Jeanette Van Hyfte | Article & Photos

“Keep moving and be proactive to maintain and improve your health” was Ron Schafer’s
message at an ARTA Wellness Committee meeting. Ron presented information on August 18
via Zoom informing the committee of his free seniors’ fitness program. He also shared two
videos, one with Stephen Jepson showing creative and fun-filled ways to exercise and the other
with Dan Buettner, a researcher and writer for National Geographic. Buettner is well known for
studying areas in the world with the healthiest people, the most centenarians, and their secrets
to longevity. Inspired by Jepson and Buettner, Ron incorporated many of these lessons into his
free seniors’ fitness program at Burman University in Lacombe.
Ron is an associate professor of physical
education at Burman University
(previously called Canadian Union
College). With a bachelor’s and a
master’s degree in Physical Education,
Ron taught at the Canadian Union
College and Burman University,
recently celebrating his fortieth year
as a health and physical education
instructor, coach, athlete, and
fundraiser. He coached many
sports teams over the years,
including an acrobatics team
named the “Acronaires.” Ron
continued to coach and participate
in acrobatic performances for
thirty years, with performances
throughout Canada and in many
other parts of the world. To
achieve these goals, Ron raised
thousands of dollars.
Jepson’s motivational and
inspiring video called “Never
Leave the Playground,” showed
the capabilities of an individual
in his 70s. His philosophy is to
keep moving and have fun staying
physically and mentally fit. Jepson
demonstrated some simple to
complex physical activities to
challenge seniors. These activities
focus on balance, hand-eye
coordination, leg strength, and fine
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muscle control, and
include juggling,
picking up marbles
with your toes and
putting them in
a container, and
balancing while
walking on rocks.
For those who are
feeling confident,
try balancing on
a board on a can
and juggling at the
same time. You can
also create your
own exercise toys
to make the activity
even more fun and customized to your skills.
Dan Buettner, a researcher and writer who worked
with National Geographic, explains some of the secrets
to longevity. He located the healthiest and oldest living
people in the world and found five longevity zones
having the most centenarians. They are Sardinia, Italy;
Nicoya, Costa Rica; Okinawa, Japan; Icaria, Greece;
and Loma Linda, California. We can learn from the
behaviours that the people living in these zones have
in common, including putting importance on moving,
having a healthy diet, being with family, feeling
socially connected, and embracing spirituality.
Ron Schafer’s classes for Lacombe seniors cover
many aspects of wellness such as physical, social,
intellectual, and emotional wellness. Workouts include
physical and mental activities such as weight training,

stretching, balancing exercises,
and juggling. Ron assured his
participants and the Wellness
Committee that we can all be very
fit as seniors. For those seniors who
would like an extra challenge, he
also has a seniors’ acrobatics team.
Ron’s mission is to improve
the health of seniors in Lacombe
and for the city to become a “Blue
Zone,” a term used to identify areas
with high longevity, as described in
Buettner’s book, The Blue Zones:
Lessons for Living Longer from the
People Who’ve Lived the Longest.
As many as ninety people were
attending Ron’s popular seniors’

program before schools went
online due to COVID-19. Ron
stated, “I hope the people
in Lacombe will develop a
culture of wellness to build
a strong immune system to
help prevent diseases, which
would also lower costs to our
health system.”
After attending Ron’s
presentation, I was fascinated
by how much activity seniors
are capable of doing, as shown in
Stephen Jepson’s video and Ron’s
PowerPoint presentation on his
seniors’ fitness program. There
is no guarantee that we will all
become centenarians, but it was
interesting to learn some of their
secrets to a longer and healthier
life, as studied by Dan Buettner.
ARTA members would acquire
proactive ways to maintain good
health by participating in a similar
session. It will also be beneficial
for Ron to demonstrate some of
the fitness activities along with
his session, as was planned for
CARTA’s Biometric Day prior to
COVID-19. We hope this event will
be able to happen soon.

Photo: Mark Mulzet

After retiring from Lacombe
Junior High School, Jeanette
Van Hyfte focused on health and
wellness. She was on CARTA’s
wellness committee for thirteen
years and the ARTA Wellness
Committee in 2019–2020. With
her husband, Mike, Jeanette
participated in Ron’s classes for
three years. While she thinks
of Ron’s acrobatic team as her
ultimate goal, she says it’s a little
too daunting at this time.

ARTA members and other Lacombe seniors stretching
into Ron Schafer’s exercise class, pre-COVID-19
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The Power of Pets
Laurie Semler | Article & Photo
Olaf and Kola

Anyone who chooses to share life with a furry friend will surely understand this sentiment
printed on one of many fridge magnets adorning our refrigerator. My husband and I have
been privileged to share our lives with four dogs — Buddy, Teddy, and our current “furry
babies,” Kola and Olaf. Like most people who bring a companion animal into their lives,
we quickly recognized the happiness and fulfillment that pets bring. However, there are
many additional benefits to having a pet of which people may be unaware.
Companionship is a frequently cited benefit of
having a pet. Our house never feels empty with a dog
— or two — around. Whether there is housework to
do, a movie to watch, or an article to write, our dogs
are always close by and interested in what we are
doing. As I write this article, both Olaf and Kola are
snoozing quietly at my feet, a comforting reminder
that I am not alone in the house.
Another benefit of sharing life
with a pet is increased levels of
exercise. One interesting study
concluded that even on days with
bad weather, people who walk a
dog regularly are more active than
people without a dog are on the
sunniest, warmest days. With the
isolation brought about by the
current pandemic, one of the few
“normal” things my husband and
I can still do is take the dogs for a
walk. All our dogs have loved their
“walkies,” leading us to refer to them as our Exercise
Machines. And we do, indeed, go for our family
walks on even the coldest winter days.
When I first had the idea for this article, we were
sharing our lives with a sweet, loyal, quirky Shiba
Inu named Teddy. Sadly, we lost him in June of
2019. It was through Teddy that I learned of the
positive effect that even a brief encounter with an
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animal can have on someone’s life.
Shortly after adopting Teddy when he was 2½
years old, we took him with us when we drove to
Ontario to visit my in-laws. At every stop, he proved
a charming ambassador for his breed as people
asked what kind of dog he was. Invariably these
chance encounters brought comments like “What
a cute dog” or “How sweet,” and
people walked
away smiling.

Upon arrival at my mother-in-law’s home, my
husband and I were astonished at how quickly
Teddy charmed his “Grandma” — a self-avowed “cat
person.” Even when our mischievous rascal jumped
on her bed, she reacted in true grandma fashion
with an indulgent chuckle.
However, I shall never forget what happened the
next day when we took Teddy with us to visit my
father-in-law. He had resided in a long-term care
facility since suffering a debilitating stroke. As we
approached my father-in-law’s room, we saw Amy
(not her real name), the woman from the room
across the hall, walking toward us. Amy lived with
an intellectual disability. Every time we visited my
father-in-law, we made a point of greeting other
residents. Most people returned our greetings, but
Amy never did. We assumed that she was unwilling
or unable to speak.
As we came closer to Amy, the most amazing
thing happened. Amy smiled! “Oooh! It’s a puppy!”
she exclaimed excitedly. “What’s the puppy’s name?
What does the puppy eat? Can I pat the puppy?”
Teddy, often slightly stand-offish with strangers,
trotted up to Amy and uncharacteristically allowed
her to fuss over him. Both Teddy and Amy were
thrilled when I pulled some treats out of my pocket
and showed Amy how to give them to him. The next
day Amy was waiting for us. “Hi, Teddy,” she called
confidently as she held out her hand for some doggy
treats. Every day for the rest of our visit, the time
Amy and Teddy spent together left Amy with a smile
on her face. I am convinced that our intuitive little
dog understood Amy’s loneliness, and I truly believe
the love and acceptance he gave made a difference in
her life.
My husband and I are reminded daily of the
“power of pets” when we are greeted every morning
by two wagging tails and two happy doggy “grins.”

“A home is not a home without a dog” — yes,
words on a dollar-store fridge magnet, but the truth
of these words is forever inscribed on my heart.
Laurie Semler, ARTA
member since 2012
and animal lover
since birth, and her
husband, Rainer,
share their lives
with two wonderful
dogs, Kola and Olaf,
adopted from Second
Chance Animal
Rescue in 2019.

always wanted
wanted to
to go
go dogsledding,
dogsledding
IIalways
butII pictured
pictured it
it going
going differently.
differently.
but
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Farm Animal Sanctuary
Jane Thrall | Article & Photos

I volunteer at an animal sanctuary near my home, a small acreage in a sea of everencroaching townhouse developments. Our sanctuary takes in farm animals that have
been abused, forgotten, or otherwise damaged. Most of them have a story of neglect or
injury resulting in emotional and physical trauma.
We bring these animals together with
children who have likewise seen
upheaval in their own short
lives, children identified as “at
risk.” Guided by a Registered
Clinical Counsellor (RCC),
our programs help forge a
relationship between animals
and youngsters, giving them
both a chance to heal and grow.
Chase, a handsome bay quarter
horse, came to us when the SPCA
seized dozens of animals at a farm
that was operating a puppy mill; he and
another horse were in the field. At twenty years
of age, he was dangerously thin, and his hoofs were
in rough condition.
He was always hungry after he came to the
sanctuary; horses that have been without food don’t
seem to ever get over their food insecurity. We
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make sure that Chase has all the food
he wants so he never has to worry
about his next meal. Such a gentle
soul, Chase loves working with
children and lets them interact
with him while remaining calm
and unthreatening.
Barney and Clyde both
showed up within a month of
each other. Clyde was found in
the back seat of a stolen car in
a nearby town, so he was brought
to us in a police cruiser. Barney was
found wandering the streets of the same
town a few weeks later. We assume these two
young goats were somehow related or at least from
the same farm but never found out where they
originated.
Both of them, but particularly Clyde, had issues
with urinary calculi (“kidney stones” in humans).

Despite being fed a special
diet and medications to
prevent the formation of
stones, Clyde underwent more
than one surgery to have the
calculi removed. On Christmas Eve
2018, Clyde passed away as a result of complications
stemming from a procedure.
Louise, a Rhode Island Red rooster, is probably
one of our most well-known animals. Chickens in
North America are raised for either their eggs or
their meat. Females are considered more valuable
because they can be used for egg laying until they
are no longer viable then sent to slaughter.
Louise was misidentified when he was a few days
old and was sent to a pullet farm where young hens
are raised until they are old enough to become
laying hens. Within a couple of weeks, he was picked
out of the chicks because he had an injured foot.
The industry doesn’t have much patience for injured
poultry, but Louise was rescued and came to our
farm sanctuary.
As he grew, we became suspicious that Louise
was not a hen as he began to give tiny little “cocka-doodle-doo”s. By the time his full plumage and
crest came in, he was blasting full rooster trumpets
every morning for us to enjoy. Louise now has his
own wheelchair, two hens for roommates, and is
one of our most popular therapy animals. He also
acts as a representative for LGBQT+ events in our
community.

Our sanctuary has three cows, all
from the same farm. Gracie is a big
mama Hereford weighing roughly five
hundred kilograms. She is mostly blind but
gets around pretty well. We asked for a calf to
come along with her so that she wouldn’t be alone,
and the farmer offered to sell us Peanut who had
been orphaned by her mother. When Gracie arrived
by truck, we were advised that she was pregnant, an
unexpected addition due in about six months. Sure
enough, Clover arrived headfirst, healthy, and happy
the following spring.
Our farm relies almost entirely on volunteers like
me to care for the animals, maintain the structures,
and work alongside the children.
Much of my work at the farm involves a shovel
and a wheelbarrow, but I enjoy every minute I get
to spend with the animals. They each have their
own unique personalities, and they love human
interaction and attention. Whether the animals are
working with children or with first responders, they
give of themselves every time.
Always an animal lover, Jane Thrall
spends her spare time helping
abandoned farm animals live
their best lives. Here she is
pictured with Henrietta, one
of three chickens at the farm
sanctuary where she volunteers.
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Drive-ins and Theremins
Darlene Tracy

It could have been bingo. Yes, it was definitely bingo! For a brief two summers in the
late 1950s, my well-grounded and frugal parents lost their senses and became “drive-in
denizens.” Our old station wagon could be found parked at the local drive-in theatre two
or three times a week, with the blaring speaker hung on the window. The usual quiet, still
twilight of fishing at Battle River bridge was left behind in favour of trips to the movies.
Our days were pretty normal — Dad and the hired man out haying and summer fallowing
and Mom, a teacher, home for the summer. Mom and my sisters and I gardened, canned,
and put away produce for the cold winter ahead. But, as soon as the last dish was dried
and the chores finished, the family headed to the car with pillows in hand.
It had to be around 1959 because we had our gold
and white 1957 Plymouth station wagon. Dad would
put down the seats so we could lie down to watch
the movie and catch a few naps. Where did bingo
come in? The theatre owner had a clever plan to lure
patrons with bingo while they waited for the skies to
darken. We could see Mom perk up with excitement
— she had become a “bingo addict.” Who were we
to complain? Besides, we got snacks and pop from
the concession during the intermission. The biggest
decision of the evening was what to buy. This new
life was a little strange but definitely easy!
Why did these memories surface after almost sixty
years? I guess there are a few factors. The main one
was an email on theremins from a retired teacher
friend, but also that staying at home because of
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COVID-19 has left me with far too much time on my
hands. Yet another reason is the resurgence of drivein theatres during our social distancing restrictions.
I hadn’t thought about those summers for years, and
suddenly a flood of memories came back. So much
has happened since 1959, and there is so much new
information to assimilate into old memories that it
did take a while to sort it all out. I was able to put it
all together one sleepless night brought on by a bout
of insomnia. (Please note that I refrained from using
“plagued by.”)
Many retired teachers will probably recall the
paranoia that accompanied the Cold War Era,
the invention of the atomic bomb, and fear of
radioactive contamination. This fostered an interest
in science fiction and led to a plethora of B movies
capitalizing on the fear of fallout, which also created
mutant monsters. Invasion by creatures from space
was another recurrent theme with the ramped up
space race. Titles like Invasion of the Body
Snatchers and The Thing From Another
World kept moviegoers on the edge of

their seats, or in my case ducking behind the back
of my dad’s seat in terror and quickly looking when
curiosity got the best of me.
Where do theremins fit in? Theremins were a
mystery! Even though they were an integral part
of 1950s sci-fi movies and I was fascinated by their
music, I had no idea what they were until I recently
watched a documentary on electronic music.
Theremins provided interesting sound effects for
those old sci-fi movies. It was an eerie electronic
sound like someone playing a flexing saw — really
“otherworldly”— and conjured up all sorts of strange
phenomena in my mind. I immediately went to
the internet and was rewarded with a great article
about the history of theremins. Theremins are not
new. Early versions have been around since their
invention in 1928 by Léon Theremin. Even Moog,
inventor of the famous synthesizer, created his
own version. Today they are used for concerts, rock
bands, and New Age music. Despite many movies
using these unusual instruments, surprisingly, Star
Trek gave them a pass.
Life went on, and before we realized it the third
summer had arrived and there were no more drivein movies. Not one of us asked why. I guess we knew
the fad had worn off and our parents had come to
their senses. Looking back, I am happy we shared
that experience. Partly because of it, I have a lifelong
love of movies. I can still feel the heat of the car
and dust coming through the open window when
we stopped at the kiosk to purchase our tickets. I
felt the thrill of excitement for the upcoming movie

— and playing bingo. Even if it was about mutant
monsters, I could lose myself in my imagination.
Better yet, it might have theremins, which still evoke
a sense of mystery and a connection with those
summers long ago.
Darlene Tracy is a seventeen-year member of
ARTA. She spent many years teaching in the
Black Gold School Division. Currently she lives in
Calgary and enjoys movies, reading non-fiction
books, taking general interest adult classes,
travelling (again, after COVID), and playing
handbells.
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2019 Writing Contest
FLASH FICTION: SECOND PLACE

Chess at the Vendome
Arthur Clark

Years later, Vendome would be well known the way
Les Deux Magots in Paris had been well known in its
day, for the writers and artists that gathered there.
That would come after Vincent had retired and was
elderly and scarcely went to the café anymore. When
he walked into Vendome on this particular December
afternoon, a Wednesday, it was a popular place but not
renowned.
He stood in line to order a coffee and thought about
the mistake he had made six months ago. You couldn’t
make more than one mistake like that in a lifetime.
A chance to change everything and he hadn’t seen it.
Once the door closes, you realize what you’ve lost and
you look for another chance, but it’s never the same.
“Just a large cup of black coffee,” he said. “Dark
roast if you have it.”
The light coming in through the west window was
too bright with the late afternoon sun. He found a
table in the larger room on the east side and sat down
on the long bench against the wall and took off his
coat. The table to his right wasn’t taken but a young
couple sat at the next one. At another table, near the
window that looked out on Second Avenue, two young
men were absorbed in a game of chess.
Emptiness. That was what he felt. He placed his
hands around the ceramic mug of black coffee and
thought about what he was going to do.
“So what are we going to do?” the young man at the
second table to his right asked. There was tension in
his voice. The young woman was very pretty. She was
lifting a spoonful of soup to her lips and at first she
didn’t respond. “What are we going to do?” the young
man repeated.
She answered in a voice so soft that Vincent only
heard the word “closure.”
“But now I’m asking you to marry me,” the young
man said. He wasn’t eating. His hands were folded in
front of him, very tight as if he were trying to control
them.
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“David, you know I would have married you,” the
young woman said. “Things are different now.” She
had raised her voice enough that Vincent had heard
what she said.
“Has he asked you?”
Again the young woman’s voice was almost
inaudible.
The young man looked down at his hands, then
away, toward the window. Suddenly he stood up, very
deliberately, and took the coat from the back of his
chair and walked out. One of the patrons who had
been sitting across the narrow room from the young
couple looked up from her laptop as he left, but no one
else seemed to notice. It was, Vincent thought, as if
Icarus had fallen from the sky into the sea and there
were people on the shore who saw it but did not think
it was important.
He avoided looking directly at the young woman but
glanced toward the window where the two young men
were playing chess. Then he looked back at his coffee.
He wanted to finish it now and go home.
Years ago, he remembered, he had been a good
chess player. The game had rescued him from the
shadows that passed across that time
of his life. It had been years since
he’d thought about it. At this
moment, just for a moment,
the chessboard again seemed a
playing field. Momentarily
his mind took flight.
The emptiness filled up
with the knights, the
bishops, the queen, the
pleasures of strategy on
the sixty‑four squares.
Control the centre. Bring
the knights out before
the bishops. Don’t
bring your queen out

early in the game. In the endgame, a pawn can become
a queen. You advance the pawn to the eighth rank and
it becomes a queen.
He stood up and took his coat from the bench. The
young woman had finished eating and sat quietly. He
walked back into the west room and toward the door
and stopped long enough to put on his coat.

He would drive home, first north and then west.
The sun would be below the horizon when he turned
west. It wouldn’t be hard to see where he was heading.
Beyond the horizon there was that emptiness. Perhaps
it would always be there. And yet he might find his
game again. He just had to keep moving. In the
endgame, a pawn can become a queen.

From Our Partners
Dan Keon | Vice President, Market Management, Allianz Global Assistance Canada

Planning for a Trip
in Canada
One benefit of living in Canada is that at almost any time, Canadians
have many options for places to visit right here at home. As travel
slowly resumes across the country, people are taking advantage of
the vast and varied travel experiences Canada has to offer. While a
trip in Canada may mean protective masks, staggered seating on
planes, and self-quarantining as part of the norm for now, many of
the pre-trip preparations for having a great time away still apply.
Having a great trip in Canada starts with smart
planning that includes:
• Checking Canada’s Public health agency for travel
health advice at canada.ca/en/public-health/
services/travel-health.html.
• Learning what you need to know about visiting
another province at travel.gc.ca/covid-19provinces-territories.
• Checking ahead with your airline or other
transportation providers for any important health
or travel information you might need to know
before your trip.
• Taking the time to review your travel insurance
policy.
• Ensuring you know how to contact Allianz in an
emergency.

Helping Canadians
Travel Safely at Home
Having the right companion
can make all the difference in how
you remember your experience. Allianz has travelled
many kilometres alongside Canadians, providing the
protection they need to relax and enjoy their trip.
If the unexpected happens to change your course,
take comfort in knowing that our caring team of
professionals will be there to assist and support you at
every step of your journey.
Travel insurance does not cover everything. Travel
insurance is underwritten by CUMIS General Insurance
Company, a member of The Co-operators group
of companies and administered by Allianz Global
Assistance. Allianz Global Assistance is the registered
business name of AZGA Service Canada Inc. and AZGA
Insurance Agency Canada Ltd.
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From Our Partners
Sherry Dumont, RN | HumanaCare

What You Should
Know About Pet Therapy
The companionship of a pet can be invaluable, bringing purpose and engagement for
people of all ages, especially for seniors. Spending time with a pet is a powerful way to
combat loneliness and isolation, bringing comfort and companionship while reducing
stress and promoting overall health and wellness.
Research has shown that pet owners are generally
less likely to feel lonely, visit the doctor less often,
take less medication, recover from illness faster,
and cope better with stress. One study found that
spending just fifteen minutes with an animal
initiates hormonal changes in the brain, dropping
stress levels (cortisol hormone) and increasing
serotonin (the “feel-good” hormone) levels.

Physical Benefits of Pet Therapy
•
•
•
•
•

Increased levels of exercise
Increased mobility while caring for a pet
Lowered blood pressure
Reduced depression, stress, and
anxiety levels
Improved physical abilities with increased
activity levels

Mental Benefits of Pet Therapy
Emotional Benefits of Pet Therapy
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased self-esteem and confidence
Improved social skills
Reduced risk of depression
Decreased levels of anxiety
Reduced feelings of loneliness
An increased ability to show gentleness
and caring
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved mental stimulation
Increased socialization
Strengthened ability to plan for pet’s care
Improved sense of purpose and meaning
Memory stimulation
Calming negative
behaviours associated
with dementia

Facts About Pet
Therapy for Seniors
Walking a dog provides
much-needed physical
exercise, which leads to
improved mobility and a
healthier lifestyle overall.
The ability to have
something to pet or touch
can result in lower blood
pressure, normal heart rate,
and reduced stress.
Pets provide emotional
stability during stressful
situations, especially during
moments of grief or loss.
Caring for a pet
helps increase a senior’s
self‑confidence and
self‑esteem, making them
feel useful and responsible.

Animals can help improve socialization. Pets listen without judgment
and give unbiased affection, especially when a senior may desire to
share the thoughts that they may not be comfortable telling family or
friends.
Having an animal in a senior’s life can help improve their well-being
and give new meaning to their life. Due to the numerous health benefits
therapy animals provide, many assisted living facilities are starting to
include pet therapy in their regular senior care programs. Being around
animals makes people feel better, healthier, and happier.

For people with memory
loss, animals can be soothing,
especially fo those who
have difficulty remembering
language and speaking
with others.
Feeding, grooming, and
caring for a pet significantly
helps increase seniors’
physical skills and helps them
become more active and
engaged.

ARTACares is provided by HumanaCare, an Alberta-based health and wellness provider
with more than thirty-five years of Canadian health care experience. For more information
on health and wellness topics, webinars, and articles, visit your eldercare portal.
This article took information from several reliable websites including leisurecare.com, asccare.com,
loveinhomeseniorcare.com/animal-therapy/, agingcare.com, and caringpeopleinc.com.
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Laurie Bauer | Business Development Manager, TW Insurance Brokers

Pet-Proof Your Home in
Seven Easy Steps
As the colder months approach, many people are looking for a furry companion to
brighten up the dark winter days. Before you bring home a new dog or cat, do a
thorough inspection of your home and ensure all harmful objects and chemicals are out
of reach for a curious pet. Follow these seven steps to create a safe environment for your
new family member.
1. Safely stow all chemicals and foods that
could harm your pet
Many common household goods can be harmful
to pets, such as cleaners, detergents, mothballs,
pesticides, antifreeze, pest poisons, medications,
cosmetics, and more. Make sure these chemicals
are stored out of reach or behind child-proof
latches.
There are also several common human foods
that can be poisonous to pets, such as chocolate,
avocados, grapes and raisins, macadamia nuts,
onions, garlic, coffee, and alcohol — make sure
these are also securely stored. Look up a full list of
human foods and products that could harm your
pet or make them sick prior to bringing your pet
home.
2. Keep electrical cords out of sight
When chewed on, electrical cords can give a pet a
nasty shock. Cover your electrical cords, chargers,
and power cables or tuck
them away so they’re
not tempting to your
pet. You can also
consider using
deterrent sprays to
prevent your pet
from chewing on
cords.
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3. Stash your trash
Lots of harmful things can end up in a trash can,
so get garbage cans that lock or store them behind
cupboard doors with child-proof locks.

4.Check your houseplants
Many common houseplants can be dangerous to
cats and dogs when ingested. Examples include
lilies, aloe vera, jade, dumb cane, elephant
ear, devil’s ivy, ZZ plant, asparagus fern, and
cyclamen. If you’re not sure what kind of
plants you have, try searching the database on
houseplant411.com to identify them.
5. Remove choking hazards
Curious pets can sometimes choke on small
objects such as twist ties, hair elastics, rubber
bands, small toys, or puzzle pieces. Ingesting
foreign objects can also cause bowel obstructions
and result in a pricey veterinary bill, or possibly
worse. When you’re not around to monitor your
pet, make sure these objects remain tidied up and
out of reach.

Bringing home a
new cat or dog?

6. Give them their own space
Whether it’s a crate, a pen,
or a room, prepare a space to
contain your pet when you’re
not at home. That way you can
rest at ease, knowing they’re
safe and not getting into any
trouble! If your pet knows
a space is theirs, they’ll also
appreciate having a quiet spot
to retreat to where they feel
safe.

7. Set some boundaries
There may still be places in
your home where you don’t
want your pet to explore, such
as your garage or your kitchen
when you’re cooking over a hot
stove. If so, install a self-closing
mechanism on the appropriate
doors to ensure you won’t
forget to close them, or use pet
gates to keep them out.
Sometimes, despite your
best efforts, pets can still get
into trouble. Although home
insurance doesn’t cover damage
to your home caused by a pet, it
does cover damage your pet may
cause to a neighbour’s property
through your liability coverage.
Alberta’s Dangerous Dogs Act
mandates that a justice can take
complaints about dogs that bite
or are dangerous. If an incident

Follow this list to
pet-proof your home
and give your new
furry friend a safe
environment to
explore.

happens, the courts will hear
if the attack was provoked, or
if owners did all they could to
prevent an attack. If the owner is
held liable, liability coverage will
kick in to help pay for expenses
related to injuries. It’s worth
reviewing your home insurance
policy’s liability coverage prior
to adopting a pet to make sure
you’re covered.
This article took information
from several reliable websites
including Vets-now.com, Cats.
org.uk, Weddington Animal
Hospital, Rate Supermarket,
and the Alberta Government.

Calgary Co-operative Memorial Society (CCMS)
CCMS is a nonprofit, member-owned co-operative. We arrange discounted funeral
plans for our members in Calgary, Airdrie, Cochrane, Okotoks, Strathmore, High River,
Medicine Hat, Lethbridge, Taber, and surrounding areas. Our service providers are locally
owned and operated. Members can save an average of $2,500 to $5,000 on their funeral
arrangements, depending on the plan selected. Plans can be prepaid to lock-in the price or
can be paid at the time of need.
Since our founding in 1965, we have had more than 45,000 members. Membership
ensures that your wishes for your final arrangements are respected and provides you with
access to lower-priced plans for funeral services from our service providers. You can opt
to enter your guidance information into our online registry for the funeral home to access
at the time of need, which also provides your loved ones with important information that
they also need at that time.
The most important benefit is the peace of mind gained from knowing that, by putting
your affairs in order now, you will be saving your next-of-kin some hasty, painful, and
expensive decisions at a time when they may be emotionally unprepared.
You can purchase a lifetime membership for only $40 per adult. For more information
visit calgarymemorial.com, or call the CCMS at 403-248-2044 or 1-800-566-9959.
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IN MEMORIAM

Paul Lewis Adilman
Edmonton
Nola Jean (née Vikse)
Armstrong
Calgary
Donald “Don” Clark Axford
Stittsville, ON
Forrest Bird
Edmonton
Raymond Bower
South Surrey, BC
Gray Allan Braden
Calgary
Robert “Bob” George
Brayman
Kelowna, BC
Doreen Margaret Bruce
Calgary
Nelda Caroline (née Loxton)
Bullock
Lethbridge
Leona N. Adeline (née
Hakanson) Busch
Calgary

Doreen Jean (née Jesse)
Cheetham
Edmonton

Sister Bernadette SCSL
(Theresa) Gaetz
Calgary

Phyllis Jean (née Thomas)
Cleland
Pincher Creek

Suzanne Gareau-Kubicki
Edmonton

Richard “Rick” Credico
Lethbridge
Edith Elzaida “Zaida” (née
McGhee) Cunningham
Drumheller
Mark James Donnelly
Comox, BC
Emery Gilmour Dosdal
Surrey, BC
George Richard “Dick”
Dunnigan
Edmonton
Priscilla Dvorack
St. Albert
Michael Entwisle
Courtenay, BC
Karen Patricia Evans
Edmonton

Donald “Don” Wilbert Calvert
Slave Lake

Pauline Winifred Evans
Calgary

Sylvia Anne Campbell
Vancouver, BC

Clark Allen Finley
Medicine Hat

If you know of an ARTA member or a retired teacher who has
passed away and whom we should honour on this page, please
email the editor at memoriam@arta.net.
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Warren Earl “Danny” Greene
Edmonton
Jeanette “Jean” (née
Johnston) Hammon
Lethbridge
Marilyn Alice (née Brake)
Harker
Calgary
Marie Caroline (formerly
Hooper and Weist, née Howg)
Howg
Lethbridge
Ernest “Ernie” Boyce Ingles
Edmonton
Lois Marie Jenkins
Evansburg
Myrtle Wyne (née Schmidt)
Johnson
Sherwood Park
Graham Johnston
Qualicum Beach, BC
Robert “Bob” Blaine Johnston
Rimbey
Frances “Frankie” Irene (née
Kirwan) Kelly
Edmonton
Marjorie Olive (née
McKinnon) Klem
Comox, BC

Nestor Kosowan
Edmonton

Larry Walter Nowak
Cochrane

Joseph Sikora
Lethbridge

Boguslaw “Bob” Krzak
Edmonton

Arnold “Arnie” Ostfield
Edmonton

Kay Anne (née Oliver) Smith
Medicine Hat

Albert “Al” Daniel Laplante
Lethbridge

Ronald “Ron” Parton
Lethbridge

Katia (née Horobec) Starchuk
Sherwood Park

Grace Lee
Calgary

Phyllis “Jeanette” (formerly
Penner, née Viste) Born
Calgary

Tom Curtis Sugden
Calgary

Helen Lemay
Trochu
William “Bill” H. Magee
Victoria, BC
John “Jack” Marshall
Calgary
Patricia “Pat” Pearl (née
Miller) Mattson
Mayerthorpe
Glenn Allan McClure
Calgary
Brenda Deanne (née
Tidsbury) McLean
Calgary
James “Jim” Angus McLellan
Calgary
Raymond McLellan
Edmonton
Vern Edward McLeod
Cochrane
Bill Werner Michel
Glenwood
Ernest Alyn Mitchner
Vancouver, BC

Mathys “Mat” Peters
Calgary
William “Bill” Joseph Henry
Pierce
Edmonton
Joffre “Jeff” Joseph Plaquin
Millet
Audrey Grace Louise Plaxton
Calgary
David D. Powley
Sherwood Park
Grace Marie (née Dahl)
Redford
Drayton Valley
Louise Marie (née Susnar)
Rohaly
Lethbridge
Olga “Elsie” (née Puchalik)
Scheideman-Bamber
Spruce Grove
Mary (formerly Brimacombe,
née MacDonald) Scullion
Comox, BC
Margaret (née Levers) Seward
Ardrossan
Warren D. Shaw
Edmonton

Robert “Bob” Shigeo Takasaki
Lethbridge
Edmund “Ed” Tessman
Red Deer
Deanne “Dani” Leanne
Tidsbury
Calgary
Barry Tilley
Sherwood Park
Lise Marie Anne Viel
Edmonton
Alex J. Waldron
Rimbey
Keith “Keon” Franklin
Godfrey Weasel Head
Lethbridge
John “Jack” Alfred Webb
Mission, BC
Wilmar “Wil” Eiuind Wikjord
Medicine Hat
Ronald Wesley Williams
Camrose
Darcy Campbell Willis
Drumheller
Norma Anna (née Pedersen)
Youngberg
Kelowna, BC
Robert “Bob” William Zahara
Grande Prairie
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Laura’s 102nd
June, 2020

Laura & Helen,
2019

Laura with poster version of
the quilt created by daughter,
Marianne Parsons

Laura’s Living Legacy
Helen Berscheid, “One of Laura’s” | Article & Photos

My mother, Laura Berscheid, turned 102 years old in June 2020. The year before at her
birthday, I had decided that her longevity needed to be marked with something special.
I vowed to pay tribute to her by creating 101 items; a small accomplishment considering
her daily chores caring for all of us and the farm near Lake Lenore, Saskatchewan!
In fact, she taught all twelve of her children to
be creative in their daily life by knitting, sewing,
gardening, canning, and baking. She still knits,
does a little cooking, and baked her own bread
until she was 100 years old! So, I got busy sewing,
painting, and working with my granddaughter to
make lavender sachets and all sorts of items new to
me. (Many of the items created for the project were
made from items and fabrics purchased at Calgary’s
seniors’ organization, the Kerby Centre.) By the end
of August 2019, I had accounted for 109 items, sold
many of them through craft sales, a Facebook page,
and word of mouth, and raised almost $1,400 to be
spent on women in need.
My sister created a quilt depicting Mom and all
the things she taught us children. This quilt has been
displayed in various locations along with the tale of
all her efforts to keep us occupied with creative and
useful efforts. I am grateful that my mom knew the
value of hand work to keep us from getting bored
and that she spent enough time teaching us that we
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can now create highly accomplished items in our
own right. Laura’s living legacy will be with me until
the end of my life!
Following this project, my plan is to paint a
portrait of my mother and finish selling the leftover
items along with any new ones created during all my
free time in this pandemic.
Laura is alive and well and living in a retirement
home in Saskatoon but, sadly, misses playing
cards and visiting with family and friends due to
COVID-19 restrictions.
Helen Berscheid teaches sewing at Calgary high
schools when such is possible. Helen notes that
at one point in her teaching career, there were
four people working at St. Francis High School,
Calgary, who were related to someone who
had grown up in Lake Lenore, a town with a
population of 400.
An earlier version of this article was published in
the Fibre Art Network newsletter and the Kerby
Newsletter.

We envision a

GREAT
FUTURE

for ARTA and
its members.

We plan to

STAY
CONNECTED
to our loved ones,
reaching out emotionally
and mentally, while
distancing physically

NEXT YEAR
YEAR
NEXT
We hope to start
travelling again —
even if it’s just
around the block!

We are excited
about an improved

RETIREE
BENEFITS
PLAN

experience, online claims,
and a mobile app

Regardless of
what the next
year brings, we
are here for you.

THANK YOU
for being an
ARTA Member!

Committed to you
from day one - and
here when you
need us most.
“The June 2020 hailstorm
caused a serious backlog
with contractors. I kept
ARTA members informed of
the delays and provided
constant updates, which
they appreciated.”
Julian Nguyen,
Curo Claims Services

Visit twinsurance.ca/arta-committed or call 1-844-324-6521 to learn more.

